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Young Wife, Two Boys Are Murder Victims
THE BIG PARADE

Separationists Have
Yellow Hearts,
Says African Critic

Bill Introduced
Would Eliminate
Garbage Fees

White Foreman Gets
Paid Vacation For
Calling Man Nigger

Teenagers Are Slain
During 2-Dalse testified they had

Three persons, all in their
teens, became the first three seen the Jones and Holcombe
murder victims for the city of boys arguing in front of the
Memphis, in 1969 after 15 days Holcombe residence a sh o r t
without a homicide.
while before the shooting occurState Representative James
who
died
within
The
victims,
ed.
The murder weapon was A
I. Taylor, of District 5 in Shela three-day period, were Mrs. .22 calibre Derringer.
by County, introduced a bill in
iEarline Patterson, 19, of 231 S. Murder victim number three
the Tennessee General AssemLauderdale; Donald Ray Jones, was Robert Lee Nelson, 18, of
bly in Nashville last week t o
16, of 696 E. Polk; and Robert 1236 Ethel st., who was killed
bar cities from collecting g a rLee Nelson, 18, of 1236 Ethel. at 11:35 p.m. last Saturd a y
bage fees from poor people,
By LOUIS MARTIN
Held in the slaying of Mrs.
churches, homes, barber shops, After a foreman at Firestone the South. Of 1300 black em- problems. The
management Patterson was her 45-year-old night at 2408 Park ave.
(Editor — Sengstacke Publications)
cafes and other business plac- Tire and Rubber Company was ployees at Firestone, less than claims to know nothing about
husband, Frank Patterson, who Officers said that a man had
Many of the black nationalists who are angrily es.Representative Taylor s a id, accused of calling a bla c k one-half of one percent are em- the situation," said Turner. walked to police station and dropped two dollars while in
worker a "nigger," the com- ployed in any of the 518 white! -After writing to the main of- surrendered less than an hour the act of paying for some
demanding a further separation of the races in "I will meet with the Memphis pany "rewarded" the foreman collar jobs.
fice in Akron, Ohio, we receiv- after the murder of his wife. food, and that one of the bills
America have black faces but yellow hearts. They City Council in about t w o with a week's paid vacation.
The Xylos plant ( a part of, ed a reply saying that the probPolice said the Pattersons disappeared, and an argument
are black on the outside but inside they have a yel- weeks to put forth my plea to 0. L. Turner, a tire assem- Firestone located in the rear of lems should be solved on the were separated, and that about started between the man and a
cut out the garbage tax, or I bler for 21 months with the firm the main plant) is where thei local level.
group of boys standing by. It
,low streak, as the saying goes, a mile wide.
will continue to push for state said, "this seems to be the dirtest jobs are located. At Xy- "From the top to the bottom 10:30 p.m., he went to the included the Nelson youth.
Lauderdale address, where the
This is the view of my learned African friend, garbage bill in the House.At that point, another group
policy at Firestone, that any- los more than 99 per cent of the management is racist".
Mr. Taylor reported that he time a confrontation arised be- the jobs are held by Negroes. Even the union is in complete victim had moved with he r of boys drove up in an
Dr. S. 0. Onabanjo, whom I met during'
automoparents, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
committees last week by tween a white and Negro, the
Mr. Turner attributed the accord with the management,
bile, and began arguing for the
my stay in Nigeria and is currently; ing
Lee
Johnson.
standhad been named to two
white man would bfe freed of "nasty job classification at he said. They (the union) will Told that she was in the bed- man who had lost his dollar.
touring the U. S.
the Speaker of the House. The guilt."
One of the boys shot the Nelson
Firestone to the personnel di- do the minimum for the NeDr. Onabanjo insists that some of ' committees were education and Turner continued, "Negroes rector, to whom he referred to groes - just to keep the Na- room, the husband went to his boy, and then fled from
the
wife,
and
an
argument
followthese nationalists are suffering from a; general welfare, the latter o f at Firestone are working under as "a racist". "We tried to tional Labor relations Board off ed. Then a shot was
scene on foot.
heard.
which affects the poor.
the most inhumane discrimina- deal with the company (Fire- their backs".
deep and sometimes subconscious feel-1
Mr. Johnson found his daugh- As the suspect ran away,
Since Dr. Martin Luther King
ing of inferiority which they are try-i Jr., w a s murdered while in tory practices of any firm in stone) in solving the racial- According to Mr. Turner, the ter dead from the pistol wound two of his companions attemptunion president made the state- and called police, after
Patter- ed to flee in the car, and struck
Memphis to assist the sanitaing to cover up with tough talk and
ment, "You are making more son left the house.
another automobile while i n
tion workers, he said a bill to
wild rhetoric.
money than you ever made in Mrs. Patterson was
carried flight.
eliminate the fee could be a
your life, so what are you comto John Gaston Hospital where Hearing the commotion, a
He insists further that they are runlasting memorial to the s 1 a in
plaining about?"
she was pronounced dead at police squad car which h a d
civil rights leader.
ning away from competition with the
Some of the black employees 11:40.
just passed by was returning to
have organized the Frontier In- Police had
white man or, more specifically, trying,
MARTIN
issued a warrant the scene, when a second squad
vestment
Corp.
whose main tar- for the man's arrest
to escape intellectual competition. The
when he car joined in the chase.
get is to purchase a Firestone walked into
the station and sur- When the car which h a d
nationalists do not object to competition with the
Service
at
the
dinstore
enic
tress
of
ceremony
Hell
franchise
and to rendered. He has been charged brought the murderer
The Memphis Pan
white man in areas where they feel confident of
Council held its annual "Greek ner. Cecil D. Godlow introduc- become an asset to the com- with murder,
mthocorner of Sethcir own abilities. Dr. Onabanjo cites the fact that
of the Year- awards di nn er ed the speaker, Samuel Peace, pany where blacks could share Donald RayJones, of 696 E. leet and Grand, the two juvePeace
Realty
and
in
the
of
profits. For their ef- Polk was the second
Friday, January 17, at the Liv-• president
most black nationalists will readily accept competimurder nile occupants attempted to flee,
forts, they were discouraged victim of the year. Following' but were
ing Room. For the first time in Investment Company.
captured.
tion with the white man in the field of athletics or
and suppressed in their endea- an investigation when
the history of the organization
the youth' On Monday, officers said the
Committee m e m bers were vor by the
even in sexual activity.
management."
two Greeks were honored a s
was found dying on the side- identity of the suspect w a s
Miss Velma Lois Johnson, gen'Co-Greeks of the Year." They
walk, police arrested Walter known, but that he was still at
eral chairman of the dinner- 1 •
t were Mrs. Charle P. Roland, a
He argues that the nationalists have no sense
Holcombe, 16, of 756 Porter st. large.
Mrs. ZAN/ R. Ward, reserva-.1..ibrary
member of Sigma Gamma Rho
The shooting occurr ed on Police also said the Nelson
of inferiority when it conies to their musclea or their
!bons. :..1s. B 'A. E. Callaway,;
for Mr. Sorority and the Rev. Ezekiel program; Mrs. Maridelle M.1
Funeral
services
Thursday, Jan. 16, at 4:30, and boy was innocent, because the
sexual prowess. Their sense of inferiority shows its
Andrew Blackley, former part Bell, a member of Phi Beta Adams, awards; Edison Morn the boy died in John Gaston missing dollar was not on his
face when the competition involves a contest be- time route salesman for t h e Sigma Fraternity.
'
at 11:05 p.m. that body when taken to the morson, and Argel Oatis, refreshtween white and black brains. In short, when it Tri State Defender, were held Judges who were faced with ments; and Mrs. Charle P. Ronight.
gue.
comes to matters of muscle, the nationalists are full on Wednesday afternoon at the the difficult problem of choos- land, correspondence.
Pillow Street CME Church.
ing a winner and who came up Officers of the Pan Hellenic
of courave and when it comes to matters of the
Mr. Blakely died in John
with the idea of two honorees
mind, the nationalists are full of cowardice.
Council and organizations t hey
Gaston Hospital last F rida y
great-aunt Carrie
on
equal basis were Mrs. represent are Mrs. Charle P. Did your
after having been hospitalized
hide a public library book on
Tom
Charles
Thompson,
Willie
for back injuries.
Roland, chairman; Odell Na- a living room shelf back in the
Withers.
Dr. Onabanjo thinks such feelings of intellectual
An employe of the Missouri Miles and Ernest C.
thaniel, vice-chairman, Omega early part of the century?
inferiority are silly. He acknowledges that the black
Pacific Railroad for 31 years, Receiving citations for o u t- Psi Phi Fraternity; Mrs. Em- Did Junior's collection of
American has been denied educational opportunities) he had found work with a firm standing contributions wer e ma Primous, secretary, Delta books on pre-historic monsters
and was Mrs. Fannie Delk, Alpha Kap- Sigma Theta Sorority; Miss Lu- include one or two public lirover a long period but there is abundant evidence td, on President'sfallIsland,
there in the pa Alpha Sorority; Mrs. Mattie la M. Skinner, assistant secre- brary books?
hurt in a
fprove that black men can be as brilliant intellectuallji spring of 1968.
After declaring that he was Officers said that when Mrs.
Crossley, Delta Sigma T h e ta tary, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority; And to be a little more speci"no good" and wouldn't remain Miller got home, she found that
His wife, Mrs. Mary James, Sorority; Mrs. Carlotta Stewart, M r s. Janelle Pringle, correslas white men. He cites the long line of black
of
couple
fic, do you have a
in the way of anyone else, a 40- her husband had injured h i s
'geniuses, scientists, inventors and artists to prove of 1425 James st., Memphis, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Mrs. ponding secretary, Alpha Kap- library books that you took year-old father of four pulled a nose during the accident a n d
said a company doctor examin- Zana R. Ward, Omega Psi Phi pa Alpha Sorority; George Cox,
home yourself, and on which pistol from beneath a mattress that he had been drinking.
Ihis point.
ed her husband and said he Fraternity; Harold Shaw, Alpha treasurer, Alp h a Phi Alpha
you owe so much that you are last Friday evening and killed An argument followed, a n d
was ready to go back to work, Phi Alpha Fraternity and Police Fraternity. Carl Johnson, parthat you would go bank- himself with a bullet through Mrs. Miller said her husband
afraid
The biggest case he makes against the nation- but that he continued to com- Warrant Officer, E. E. Redditt, liamentarian, Alpha Phi Alpha rupt if you went in and paid the
said that he was "no good and
chest.
until
the
plain and worked on
A.B. Bland, ser- the fines that has mounted up
alists who are pushing for more segregation in past Dec. 20.
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity. Fraternity and
victim was Purcell Mil- wouldn't be in anyone else's
The
geant-at-arms and member of on them?
ler of 1214 Norris rd.. a brick way.- then reached under the
America centers around the word isolation. He argues
A native of Oxford, Miss. Mrs. Mary Collier, was mis- Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.
Well, worry no more. Away tender for a construction com- mattress and pulled out the .38
that any group that isolates itself from the rest of Mr. Blakley came to Memphis
out
you
get
has been made to
calibre pistol.
pany.
in 1925. He was a member of
of the library's debt: Take the
,mankind will degenerate.
Mr. Miller was off from work She said that s h e and the
the Pillow Street CME Church.
books back on Friday, Jan. 31. last Friday and was supposed children ran out of the bedroom
Aside from his wife, he is
It has been designated as to pick up his wife, Mrs. Pearl and into the living room, where
Dr. Onabanjo further claims that in his native survived by a stepdaughter,
"Forgiveness Day." No fines Lee Miller, when she got o f f they heard a shot fired.
of Memphis,
'Africa, most of the backwardness charged to Afri- Mrs. E. L. Strong
will be collected.
Mrs. Miller said that s h e
from work at 4:30.
William
stepsons,
and two
So, all you have to do is But Mr. Miller was involved looked in the bedroom and saw
can tribes has resulted from their isolation. He cites
Qualls of South Bend, Ind.;
pile them up and wait for Jan. in an automobile accident ear- that her husband had shot himthe history of the Japanese to prove his point. Once and Levi Qualls of Gary, Ind.;
31
lier in the day at the corner of self in the chest and had eeland
nine
the Japanese opened their doors to the outside world, six grandchildren,
Funeral services for Roy NelOrleans and Pontotoc, and was lapsed on the bed.
great-grandchildren.
they became a new people. He also tells of whites in
to his home by a broth- -The victim was dead when
carried .........-----------Southern Funeral Home was son Mayes, Jr., a distrit manarrived on the scene
-in-la
w
'
er
the mountain countries who were cut off from the in charge of arrangements.
Protective
ager for the Union
were
Company,
Insurance
Life
rest of the world and who gradually went to seed.
held on Wednesday morning,
•
Jan. 25, at Centenary MethodBlack nationalists who want to run away from
ist Church. The eulogy w a s
delivered by the pastor, t h e
this white dominated society, according to Dr. OnaRev. James M. Lawson, Jr.
The grand opening ceremo- The church, he said, must
banjo, may be running into an isolated corner which
Gardens be an agent in "God's hand to
Mr. Mayes died at the E. H. nies for the Chezita
in the end will weaken rather than strengthen the
Supplement help build the city."
.
Rent
Income
Low
o
n
Hospital
Memorial
Crump
"Hundreds of people will be Funeral services for Clarence Psi Phi Fraternity and t h e
intellectual fibre of the group.
Sunday, Jan. 12, after an ill- Project sponsored by the Minie made happy," Bishop Primm Hamilton P o p e, owner of Democratic Club.
Salary Department of the
Mrs. Bernice Hayes of 1015 ness of more than a year. He
said, "because these units are Pope's Laundry and Cleaners Participating on the funeral
EpiscoMethodist
an
c
fr
i
A
church
leaving
Alaska st. was
The third point he makes is that there is too
given for the welfare of all re- at 658 St. Paul, were held program with the R e v. Mr.
the
at
held
were
Church
pal
at Vollentine and Randle last
much hypocrisy among the black nationalists. This
gardless of age, color or back- last Saturday morning at ColThursday.
site on Alcy rd., last
Sunday afternoon when she
may be a very controversial point in some quarters. felt a little pain in her left foot.
Several of the unit s we re ground.
lins Chapel CME Church with
open for inspection, and while Speaking on the program, the minister, the Rev. P. Gonya
Dr. Onabanjo took his gloves off and began attackGlancing down, she saw a
visitors went through the all- Harold Albright. assistant re- Hentrel, giving the eulogy.
ing his fellow African, the world renowned Leopold piece of metal on top of her
apartments, the sound gional administrator for the Mr. Pope, who lived at 578
electric
she
removed
it
foot, and when
Senghor, the premier of Senegal. Senghor is a dis- she found it to be a .22 calibre
hammers w e re F e dera 1 Housing Adminis- McKinley st., died on Wedcarpenters'
of
tinguished poet and is famous for his doctrine of bullet.
heard and bricklayers continu- tration, told those assembled nesday, Jan. 15, after a brief
that the rent supplement bill
ed their work.
The blood began to spurt
"Negritude." He attaches mystical powers to blackhad been one of the most con- The son of the late Mr. and
•
bullet,
and
pulled
the
when
she
of
.
Almost
ness and his philosophy of "Negritude" has been
troversial projects ever brought Mrs. Walter Pope, he attended
was carried to St. Joseph Hosthe AME Church and scores of
before the U. S. Congress.
hailed by many black leaders around the world.
released.
and
treated
pital,
AME ministers from through- Greetings were brought from Alcorn College in Mississippi
Police said the bullet W A
and Tennessee A&I State Unito
came
States
United
out the
Governor Buford Ellington by versity in Nashville.
Memphis for the ceremonies
Dr. Onabanjo praises Senghor as a poet and as Ii r ed from a great distance
Atty. H. T. Lockard, his ad- While attending calege, in
and no suspect could be found.
and were escorted to the area ministrative a sis tant, and a
a governmental leader but when it comes to this
Nashville, he was married to
in a caravan.
proclamation read by Dr. H. the former Miss Lula P. Jordoctrine of "Negritude," he claims Senghor is a
The address during the "serv- Ralph Jackson, director of the
dan. When they moved to Memhypocrite. As matter of fact Dr. Onabanjo used an
ices of dedication" was deliv- Department of Minimum Sala- phis, he began operating the
American word in describing it. He called it "crap."
Right
Reverend
ered by the
ry for the AME Church.
Pope's Laundry, and continued
Howard Thomas Primm, pre- Other bishops participating in until his death.
Dr. Onabanjo put the matter to me very abruptsiding bishop of the Fo u rth the services of dedication b e- Mrs. Pope is a home econoly. He said Senghor is married to a white woman,
ROY NELSON MAYES, JR. Episcopal District,
sides Bishop Priam were Bish- mics teacher at Bo ok er T.
a native of France to be exact. Then he asked how
The Willing Worters Club would have been,38 on Monday, Calling it a "great day for l ops C. A. Gibbs, 0. L. Sher- Washington High School.
the African Methodist Episco- man, E. L. Hickman, D. Ward They were the parents of one
will hold its regular meeting Jan. 20,
can a black philosopher of "Negritude" give his body
CLARENCE POPE.
Wednesday, Jan. 29, at the Assisting Rev. Lawson at the pal Church," Bi sh op Primm Nichols, Joseph Gomez, H. N. daughter, Mrs. Lillian G. Smith,
on
and soul to a white woman, the most intimate rea member of the faculty of Hentrel were Elder Blair T.
home of Mrs. Martha Boyd of funeral were James A. Hyter, said the housing was a re- Robinson and G. N. Collins.
lationship that can exist between two human beings, 456 Tillman at.. Apt. 5. All
sponse to the command by Je- s o n's t w o daughters. Misses Melrose High School.
Hunt, who offered the invosoloist, and Larry Woodard, orsus to the disciples not to send Cheri Jackson and Zits Jack- At Collins Chapel, Mr Pope cation; the Rev, D S. Cunningand still prattle about his adoration of blackness7. members are asked to be pre- ganist
Gardens project was a member of Steward ham, who read scripture; Prof.
sent to complete old business A n a tiv e Mephian,
M r. the hungry multitude away The Chezita
m
without food, a command which is named in honor of Dr. Jack- Board No. 1. He belonged also
and get started with the new.
Nee Page 3
See Page 2
to the Memphian Club, Omega
applies just as well to shelter. son.
See Page 3
The meeting starts at 8 p.

Former ISO
Route Salesman
Buried Wednesday

A

1

Pan-Hellenics Honor
Two 'Greeks Of Year'

Will
Overlook Fines
On Jan. 31

2
5

Wife And Kids Flee
As Man Shoots Self

Noy N. Mayes Dead •
Insurance Executive

Woman Is Shot
On Church Step

Church Must Help Build
Cities, Says AME Bishop

Clarence Pope Buried,
Was Founder Of Laundry

Willing Workers
To Meet Jan. 29

,St
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DEFENDER

Bevel Claims Ray Innocent
In Assassination Of Dr. King.

/0"rsPaY NAACP Blasts
'
Tribute To \
Frisk Bill
Dr. King

Save

111111die!

Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!

The Memphis Branch of thel when Negro citizens legitiNational Association for the ad-' mately present in a public
The bearded Negro minister,
vancement of Colored People' restaurant were abused, inthe Rev. James L. Bevel,
ATLANTA, G d — Here in sent a letter to the members sulted and searched at the
present at the Lorraine Hotel
"
Atlanta, where the main me- of the Memphis Delegation of will and pleasure of police
in Memphis when Martin Lumorial service was held, and the Tennessee General Assem- officers."
ther King, Jr. was slain, said
Fourth Big Week
bly requesting that the delegaThe letter continued "It
'
this week he has "evidence"
in Washington where Congresstion vote against a "stop and a known fact that the curfew
to prove James Earl Ray inman John Conyers and 30 ether frisk" law and "work toward
ordered in our community
nocent of the crime.
introduced a composite crime prevention methods that. during the Spring of 1968 were
solons
The Rev. Bevel, 32, an ofbill to begin many of the re- could not be abusive to any only applicable to black citizens
ficial of the Southern Christian
forms of which the late black segment of the community.
who were victims of much
Leadership Conference, said he
leader dreamed, and all over The letter signed by
form.
there
Oddly
NAACP abuse
has offered to take Ray's case
the nation in public places executive secretary, Mrs. Max- enough that segment of our
without a fee.
large and small, the birthday. me A. Smith,
11.11.frnaere—.
most
stated, "Our community
vociferous
Bevel, who has no law de,of assassinated Dr. Martin Lu-• strong objection
is based on the in expressing their favor hod
gree, declined to discuss his 411110..,
Jan.
was
Jr.,
15,
King,
ther
IOW ••••
fact that we have every reason
aasndlou
frdisk",
th
evidence.
.celebrated with tributes.
to believe that such a law law a w
g'eere
of equally
u'a.slryp
"In terms of discussing speciDr. King's widow, Mrs. Co- would be enforced inequitably their protest against a law, 4
flees, that wouldn't be to his
retta King, accompanied by her between the races. We
wouM that would allow registration •
(Ray's) best benefits," Bevel'
young children and other im- hate to see return of the
days of firearms."
said.
mediate relatives led the cereAsked what will happen to,
monies in Atlanta where she Dr. Queen Shootes
Jones, 60
the evidence if Ray does not1
announced plans for the creaaccept his help. Bevel said:1
,tion on two sites of his perman"I guess he'd go to jail on
ent tomb, restoration of h i s
to the electric chair or whatbirthplace, a library, a park,
ever you do to those people,
two museums and two academI'll just keep it."
ic institutes.
Ray is jailed in Memphis
At his birthplace in a Negro
awaiting trial for murder in
neighborhood, not far from Ebthe slaying of King, founder of
enezer Baptist Church which
the SCLC. King was shot as he
he attended and once pastored,
stood on the hotel balcony last
I his tomb will be situated and
April 4. Ray's trial has been
the house in which he was born' TUSKEGEE INST ITUTE, She held degrees from Tuspostponed until March.
will be restored, as well as a Ala. — Funeral services w
were kegee Inst'tute, Cornell
Bevel, sitting on a bamboo
freedom exhibition hall and a
held here last week for Dr. i veristy and
the doctorate dechair in a neatly furnistwd
chapel.
, Queen Shootes Jones, an asso-; gree from
apartment in the heart of the
the University of
At the other site at Atlanta
north Philadelphia ghetto, said
Universit
y,ciate
dean of Tuskegee lnsti- Wisconsin. She was
othermu
mof
ere will
n i
roAme
be ari:i
a Fulhe does not know Ray's present'
museum
tute's School of Applied Scienc- bright Scholar in
Trinidad,
attorneys.
can life and culture, a library es.
B.W.I., an FAO Home Ecowould
-Possibly
we
not
REV, JAMES L. BEVEL
Rev. Bevel says he has evi(I151 It EISIMAN
er King, Jr. Rev. Bevel and archives and an Institute.
groove together," he said.
talks with an unidentified
dence to prove James Earl
sass he has offered to de- for Nonviolent Social Change, Dr. Jones, a native of Amen- nomics Specialist at the Uni.C.e (PLUS)
The SCLC's Atlanta head- newsman in his Philadel•
another
institute
Ray innocent of the crime
fend Rai without fee. (UPI and
for, cus, Ga., died at Tuksegee versity College of
the West
quarters made clear Bevel phia apartment this week.
Afro-A m e r i c an Studies. Mrs.l
of killing Dr. Martin Utah Telephoto)
' Institute's John A. Andrew Indies, Jamaica and
King said the two Institutes
also servwas speaking for himself, not
Hospital after an extended illwill
operation
begin
Spring.
this
the SCLC.
ed
as
dean
of
the
home ecoBevel said he attended the
to help recruit volunteers for shot.
ness. She was 60.
:1310
"He has been under a lot of the Poor People's March on
Tuske-omics department, Lincoln
The SCLC sent Bevel to American Baptist Seminary in On the program were the
Dr.
Jones
joined
the
pressure lately," the SCLC Washington. lie said he was Philadelphia last summer to Nashville, Tenn., and has been living personalities who were
gee Institute staff in 1934 as lUniversity in Missouri.
said of Bevel.
standing "on the ground" out- serve as Director of Nonv 10- a minister for the past 12 part of Dr. King's life and an instructor in
home econo- Dr. Jones is survived by her
P111 P•rik Iwo S.iI, Attst•P.M.
"Since Dr. King's death, he side the hotel when King was lent Education.
leadership, such as Mrs. Rosa
years.
Artionill.” Ow Dilly
Parks whose refusal to take a mics. She was later appointed husband, Dr. Lewis W
has gone into a deep depression
Jones,
dean
of
the
School
of
Home
seat
back
on a bus led to the
and if he sent the telegram.,
komISSION ThIS PROGRAM
TOO MUCH
Montgomery boycott and Dr. Economics and Food Adminis- Tuskegee, Ala.; a sister, Mrs.
he is speaking for himself,"
tration and served in that sussie Carter, Americus,
ADULTS
$1.00 CHILDREN 50t
emergence
King's
leader;
as
a
spokesman
said.
SCLC
an
CHOBHAM. England — (UPI)
and singer Harry Belafonte who capacity until the school was and a number of nieces and
Bevel's telegram to Ray
Continued From Page 1
— A pretty girl in a red bikini helped him with so many fund , merged into the School of Apsaid:
sephews.
who hung out at a local bar drives; and the Rev. Ralph D. plied Sciences.
"I would like to inform you
Dr. Onabanjo says he has observed the F1!”11.;
111411.118111118•40SWAM0411~aWellf
'Abernathy,
succeeded
who
Dr.
that I would be very happy
shocked village residents. She
stre..k
of
King
hypocrisy
There
after
death
his
as
were
leader
program
among
i
commemorated
all
so
memory,
his
many
black
nation-lis
without
ts
your
take
case
to
even shocked the saloon keep- of Southern Christian Leader- over the nation and commem- Schools were closed all day in
fee. I was present at the Lor-e in America. Ile is not certain whether the black
ship Conference and the Poor orations by municipal govern- many places. In others, a silent
er, Kenneth Jensen.
raine hotel when Dr. King was ] nationalists are chasing white women or the white
Peoples Campaign.
ments, school systems, colleges moment of prayer was observkilled. You have been charged
women are chasing the black nationalists. Anywe.7...
She was on a sign Jensen There was also Julian Bond. and universities, churches and ed by entire student bodies.
with murdering him. Of course,,
as he puts it, "there is an astonishing amount of chas— ordered to replace a traditional the youthful black politi c a I synagogues from coast to coast The Rev. Ralph D. AbernaI know you are not guilty."
ing." He says that if these nationalists wire to , placard he hung from his 16th leader whose name was put in and in Alaska and Hawaii.
thy personally asked President
Copies of the telegram also
active nomination at the Demo- In communities, both urban Nixon to make Dr. King's
were sent to various news- 1 create a separate black kingdom in United States
lI century pub. Jensen prevailed I cratic National Convention; and l and rural, many drivers operat- birthday a national legal holipapers.
territory, the black King would wind up with a whit,
. I on the brewery that /supplied rongressman John Conyers; ed their cars with headlights on day when six Negro leaders
Asked why he waited so
and Atlanta Mayor Ivan Allen in the daytime in commemora- met with the President •just
Queen.
long to come forth with his
the sign to rePlace
with Jr. and Georgia Lieut, Govstion.
At night, the placing of a l prior to last week's King birthevidence, Bevel said it was
*Are
To sum up the discussion, Dr. Onabanjo makes something more soothing.
'George T. Smith.
'lighted candle in the window al.- day celebration.
not until now he felt he "had
three
points
against
many
of the angry young black
enough
e v i dence. .. enough
to come to the conclusion"
nationalists: they are cowards, they are isolationts
about Ray's innocence.
and they are hypocritical. Finally, Dr. Onabanio in-'
Asked how he could defend
sists
that these black nationalists have a good
Ray without a law degree. Bein
common
with many white Americans, neither' of
vel replied, "The Constitution
doesn't say you have to have
them really believe in nor are thye deeply committed!
a law degree."
to the tough task of making democracy work in this
As he answered questions
multi-racial society. "I hope," he says, "that I will
using many gestures, sa friend
find
in my travels in the U. S. some true, courageous
snapped pictures of him. Bevel
was wearing a leopard skin ,believers in democracy."
shirt over an orange shirt
with brown slacks.
The 32-year-old minister said
!last two decades. It has also
he had been jailed about 25
organized national campaigns
times for civil rights actions.
in support of minimum wage,
including twice with King, once
in Birmingham and once in
housing, education, and a number of labor and social welfare
Selma, Ala.
bills necessary to guarantee
Bevel had gone to Memphis
'11.11111psimpsum1it taitta.S.SATIVIIIII111.11,1itt
conditions that will enable
,minmilinimmimmtuitnitiiiitrummuumminimnuilimminimminium
WASHINGTON, D.C. — A all citizens to enjoy their rights.
dinner celebrating the 20th The chairman of the Confer0.4
Anniversary of the Leader- ence is Roy Wilkins, Executive
e.11
a
af
ship Conference on Civil Rights Director of the National Association for the Advancement of
MAKES YOU LOOK and honoring Hubert H. Hum- Colored
People. Wilkins will
phrey will be held here in
F, OLDER THAN YOU ARE Washington on January 28.
preside at the dinner.
The dinner will be held in the Humphrey's activities in sup"=;"
...—
Sheraton Park Hotel,
port of human rights during the
with skis coupon ond $3.00 or more purchase at
=
THESE ESSO CAR CARE CENTERS
The Leadership Conference, a years • since the Democratic
E4597 Summ•r---2462 Central-4157 Highway 51 So.
coalition of 115 national labor, Convention of 1948 will be one
g
1890 So. Th.rd-3151 So. Perkins-2365 Frayser.131yd.f,,,,..1
civil rights, religious, and of the focal points of the even2346 Summer-751 So. Highland
AT YOUR DRUGGIST civic groups, has mobilized ing. He will address the Nationnational support for all the al Board of the Conference
( EXPIRES JAR 22, 1969)
major civil rights bills of the and its friends.
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VA Briefing Vietman
Veterans On Benefits

Veteran Teacher Resigns To Take
Post With Chamber of Commerce

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Orde: Now
For Individuals And Groups

Veterans Administration contact representatives this month
began the third year of briefing American G.I.s in Vietnam on their veteran benefits.

The 21 representatives who
have returned from Vietnam
during the past two years
have been awarded the medal
with the posthumous award to
Butler and Rabern being preSince the first VA represen- sented to their families.
tatives reported to the U. S.
During the first month of
krmy base at Long Binh in
.January 1967 to begin giving VA's battlefield operation, repArmy
troops
unprecedented resentatives reached only a
battlefield orientation on bene- few hundred G.I.s. An average
fits that would be available to of 40,000 servicemen in Vietthem as veterans, more than nam are now being briefed
567,000 American servicemen each month
in Vietnam have been briefed.

Clifford Stockton, for
10
ton. His work and the program
years a teacher in Memphis
of the department will be vital,
city schools and recent cobecause jobs and training are
ordinator of the National Althe very foundation of ()tapir
liance of Businessmen JOBS
tunity."
program at Goldsmith's has
The new department is hous
been named associate manager
ed in temporary quarters on
of the new human resources
the twelfth floor of the Shera
division of the Memphis Area
tub Peabody Hotel pending
Chamber of Commerce.
provision of additional chamber
Announcement of Mr. Stockoffice space in the hotel and
ton's affiliation with the Chamrenovation of existing quarber's executive staff effective
ters. Also housed on the twelfth
January 20 was made today by
floor temporarily is the ChamDavid W. Cooley, chief execuber's new research departtve officer.
ment.
Nearly 64,000 G.I.s have re
Mr. Stockton, who is 36, will
PERCY IIENTREL
ceived in-depth personal interMr. Stockton fills the seventh
be associated with Randall N.
views on such veteran pro-,
new staff position since the
Conway, also new on the
grams as education and trainChamber's four year GreatContinued From Page 1
Chamber staff, in job developing, home loans, hospital and
er Memphis Program was anment, training and liaison with
medical care, and compensa- James G. King, who gave exnounced last June, bringing
all agencies involved in manpressions; and Garmer Currie
tion and pension benefits.
the
present
staff
to
29.
power and human relations.
as soloist. Two selections were
A lifelong Memphian, he atThis will include work with
In the past two years, 33 A sung by the choir.
tended C a rues Elementary
NAB and the Memphis Mancontact representatives, includSTOCKTON
CLIFFORD
School and was graduated from
power
ing 10 now at seven military Aside form his wife and,
Commission,
among
other groups.
bases, have set.% ed tours in daughter, Mr. Pope is survived;
been co-ordinator of distribu- Booker T. Washington High
by t w o granddaughters, Wild
Vietnam.
The division was formed , tive education and athletic School. He received a bachelor
launa Denese and Luahn Gigi!
last September
under the;director at Carver High School, of science degree at Tennessee
Two representatives, Robert Smith; a son-in-law, the Rev. I
Chamber's new Greater Mem- and since last June also was A&I State University in NashGlenn Butler, 56. of Martins- William Smith, pastor of Trini;
phis Program to co-ordinatej engaged in the NBA jobs pro- ville in 1954, and has done
graduate work at Tennessee l Perty G. Hentrel. Jr. of burg, W. Va., and Vinson W. ty CME Church, and other
existing programs and give'gram at Goldsmith's.
needed direction to job develop-, "His experience as a coun- A&I State and Memphis State!2024 Keltner Circle, Memphis, Rabern, 49, of Roswell, Ga., relatives and friends.
were killed in the crash of a
ment and training locally. Mr.. selor and in distributive edu- Universities. He is an Armyn
!recently completed his train- U. S. Air Force transport en Pallbearers were Peter Jones;
Conway was named division cation, and in NAB special veteran.
route from Saigon to Da Nang D. J. Thomas, Clarence E.
manager, coming here from training programs and with
He is president of the Mem-'lag in the Radiography Mar- Oct. 21, 1968.
Isabel, George Clark O'Ferrell
Jacksonville where he was en- youth generally, has provided phis
Distributive
Education kets Division with Eastman
Nelson, Floyd Campbell and
gaged in similar work with the him with exceptional qualifica- Teachers, and a past secretary
November, the
Last
A Robert Fields.
Jacksonville Area Chamber of tions for the job he will be to West Tennessee Distributive Kodak Company of Rochester, created
special
ietnam
a
Cornmerce.
doing for the Chamber and for Education Teachers. He is aiN• Y.
service medal which will be Interment was in Elmwood'
Mr. Stockton has been asso- Memphis," Mr. Cooley said.
memberof the choir and the
awarded to all contact repre- Cemetery. T. H. Hayes and
ciated
with
Memphis city "We were looking for the board of stewards at Collins Mr. Hentrel has now been sentatives who complete a six- ,Sons Funeral Directors was in
schools since 1958, first as a best qualified man we could Chapel C.M.E. Church.
assigned to Grand Rapids, months tour of duty in Vietnam.'charge of arrangement
civics teacher and athletic find for this important work, He lives with his wife and
director. Since 1966 he has and we have him in Mr. Stock- two children at 1764 Westmore. Mich., where he will live while
working in the northern and
southern areas of Michigan in
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
the division of Radiography.

Pope

Percy Hentrel
Gets New Job
In Michigan

King Memorial Center TSU Alumni
Announced For Atlanta Appointments
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Past °lice

State

In an Envelope
He is the husband of Mrs.
Zo Code No.
Hentrel,
Kuykendall
!Bobbie
8
A.M.-6
P.M.
who teaches commerce in the
I
Sat ,t, S,111 S1 75
ATLANTA — Mrs. Martin Vincent Harding.
Memphis City School System.
Monday
Sal Oper I AU to 6 P ta
Luther King, Jr., widow of the
The Library project of the
He is the son of Rev. and
thru
Sun Ow $ AM re 2 PM
slain civil rights leader, an- King Memorial Center is alMrs. P. Gonya Hentrel, Sr.,
Friday
nounced here today (15) that ready operational under the diand his father is pastor of the
the official Memorial Center in rection of Dr. Vincent Hard- meats to the Tennessee A & I. Coliens Chapel CME Church.
honor of The Rev. Dr. Martin ing, professor of Sociology and State University Alumni As3100 Summer at Baltic
Luther King, Jr., will be de- History at Spelman College.
sociation Executive Committee A former teacher himself,
veloped in Atlanta on two sites. The largest element of the have been announced by Carl- Mr. Hentrel began his new
The announcement of the Memorial Center, The Institute ton Petway, association presi- assignment on Jan. 3, 1969.
creation of a living memorial, for Advanced Afro-American dent.
combining study, solemnity and Studies will also begin operaThey include Eugene Caruaction came on what would tion in the Spring of this year. thers, assistant dean of adThe
Martin
Luther King, Jr. missions at Tennessee A. & I.
have been Dr. King's fortieth
Memorial Center will be a non- State University who will serve
birthday.
On one site will be the per- profit center, open to all per- as director of the Alumni Demanent place of entombment sons without regard to race, velopment Fund. Other apof Dr. King, Jr. a Freedom creed, color or national ori- pointments include Mrs. SmallExhibition Hall, the restored gin.
wood Ackiss, Silver Springs,
birthplace of Dr. King. Jr. The Memorial Center will Maryland, chairman of the
and a chapel in Ebenezer not operate with public funds, reunion committee; Mrs. C. J.
Baptist Church, which was but is to be supported by pri- Kincaide, finance committee
the leader's spiritual home, vate contributions. Those wish- chairman; W. J. Officer, parliand which is pastored by his ing to make a contribution amentarian and Reginald StuGetting through college was quite a strain
the first rung on the ladder.
opportunities for college graduates at IBM.
may do so by contacting: art, publicity chairman.
father.
for
Ed Jones. His family helped some. So
Today, Ed is a systems engineering manWrite to Corporate Recruiting Manager,
The other site, near Atlanta Martin Luther King, Jr. MeCaruthers,
Kincaide.
Mrs.
did
a
scholarship.
But
it
wasn't
IBM
enough.
morial
Corporation, Dept. CA1067,1 447
Center, 671 Beckwith
ager. He and the 10 systems engineers who
University, will include the
Officer and Stuart reside in
Institute for Non-Violent Social Street, S. W., Atlanta, Georgia
So
Ed
had
Peachtree
to
St., N.E., Room 810, Atlanta,
work—as
a
railroad
crossing
work for him service IBM customers, helpNashville.
Change; an Institute for Ad- 30314.
Georgia
30309.
guard
and
playing
bass
in
a
jazz
ing
combo.
them get the most efficient use out of
Executive
committee
The
vanced Afro-American Studies;! Following the press conferAfter he graduated from Howard Univertheir IBM computers.
a Library and Archives; and, ence, Mrs. King made prepara- will work with other alumni
An Equal Opportunity Employer
in
coordinating
sity with a B.A.in Music Education,Ed taught
a Museum of Afro-American •tions to leave (16th) for Italy, committees
What is the most gratifying thing about
, where she will receive the San Association activities and proLife and Culture.
music for a year. Then he joined the Count
his job? "Watching people grow," he says.
Award
(Universal grams with the university for
It is believed that the Mar-I alentino
Basie
band
and
played
bass
for
nine years.
"Guiding them, helping them
tin Luther King, Jr., Memoriall Love Award) marking the first the more than 15,000 graduates
of the institution.
along. Like I was helped by
Center will be the largest such non-Italian to be so honored.
A manager in 5 years.
From Italy, Mrs. King will
my managers. I can't imagine
center in honor of a nonwhite
leader. By late Spring a direc- make a visit to India to re
But the constant travel and one-night
a more satisfying job."
tor of the overall Memorial ceive for her husband, the
stands finally got to him. He heard that IBM
Nehru Award for InternationWrite us today.
Center will be appointed.
was looking for college graduates, went for
The policies of the total al Understanding,
Learn more about career
an interview and was hired in marketing as
eight-unit center will be directed by an international Board
a systems engineer trainee in 1962. It was
of Directors, who representl
the wide cross section of people who were in some manner'
Continued From Page 1
reached and influenced by Dr., Mayes was graduated f rom
Thomas Johnson, of 756 E.
King, Jr. The Board will have; Manassas High School and atwhites as well as blacks, men tended Tennessee State a n d Davant Ave.. Memphis, reand women, scholars, artists, Fisk Universities in Nashville. cently completed a program to
earn a diploma from Debusiness and professional peoAt an early age, he was con- ry Institute of Technology,
ple and representatives of the
verted and became a member
the disadvantaged, as well as! of the Gospel Temple Baptist Bell & Howell Schools, Chicago, Illinois, one of the naothers.
Church. In 1956 he joined Cen- tion's leading technical eduAmong those who have altenary Methodist Church under cation centers. His electronics
ready agreed to serve are repthe pastorate of the Rev. D.M. program
co% ered
T-Radio
resentatives of the family,
Grisham.
Servicing.
Coretta Scott King (chairman;)
Mr. Mayes is survived by his
Mr. Johnson was awarded
Martin Luther King Sr., A. B.
the former Miss Bernice the diploma by Robert E. Ruwife,
King, Alberta King, Edythe
Parker of St. Louis, fener, Dery's Home Study
Scott Bagley, Christine Scott Katherine
daughters, Misse Director. In a congratultory
Farris; and others including Mo.; t w o
Stephanie
and Betty Jane message. Rufener told the new
Rev. Ralph Abernathy, Harry
Belafonte, Stanley Levinson, Mayes; his parents. Mr. a n d graduate, "You are on the
John Maguire, Dr. Benjamin Mrs. Roy N. Mayes, Sr.; four threshold of an exciting career.
Mays (co-chairman;), Harry si s ter s-in-law, Mrs. Gladys Thousands of well-trained techWachtel, Andrew Young, Ivan Slaughter, St. Louis; Mrs. Lillie nicians are needed in industry,
Allen, John Conyers, Helen,Hercy and Mrs. Virginia business and government. Thus,
Howard, Albert Manley, Ben-'Dandridge, Kansas City, Kans.; you can expect to aid not
jamin Spock, Bishop James Mrs. Florida Parker, Greens- only yourself, but your country.
Wright, John H. Johnson, Le- boro, N.C., and other relatives. as well."
Bell Sr Howell schools are
rone Bennett, Julian Bond, Pallbearers were Leon
Mayor Richard Hatcher, Burke Marsh, W i I il i a m Nelson, Jr. located in Chicago; Toronto,
Jackson, Joe Thomas Willet, E.B. Paine, Canada; and Phoenix, Arizona.
Marshall, Mahalia
Dr. Ralph Bunche. Ralph Hel- Joseph Carr and Utillus Ph I1- The student body comprises
3,000 resident students at the
stein, Clarence Jones, Rosa lips. Jr.
Interment was in Forest Hill three schools, plus more than
Philip Randolph,
Parks, A
Rev. Gardener Taylor, Georgia Cemetery. N. W. Ownes and 17,000 men across the U. S.
Goldberg, Sons Funeral Directors was in and Canada who study at
Thornton, Arthur
home.
Cleveland Robinson and Dr. charge.
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Ed Jones played jazz till 4 A.M.to get his B.A.
Now

his groove is managing 10 people at IBM.
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Community
Departing Teacher Cited
Salem-Gilfie:d
Club Donates
Carver High School
To The Needy At
Men Announce
Clifford S t ockton, newly- spoke of their college days at
The Orleans Street Cemmun- named associate director of Tennessee A di I State Univerity Club held its Christmas the Human Resources De- sity; Floyd Campbell, who
Party on Dec. 19 at the home, partment of the
Memphis spoke of their association in
of Mrs. Nancy J Lee of 589, Chamber of Commerce was Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity;
Walker ave., and 25 members honored with a "This Is Your Joe Atkins, speaking on friend- The men of Salem Gilfield
were present.
Life", program at Carver High ship; the Rev. P. Gonya Hen- Baptist Church have selected
The club gave away $79.00 School. Mr. Stockton, befdre trell, his pastor at Collins Rev. L. A. Wakefield for Men's
from
Christmas
its
Cheer his resignation was a distribu- Chapel CME Church, Coach Day Speaker, February 9 at
Fund. It was shared by Lee tive education teacher at Car- Woodruff, speaking on the role 3:00 p.m. at the church.
Cunningham, blind tenor who ver High School.
he has played as an athletic
Rev. Wakefield pastors the
late last year was disabled by,
Appearing on the program director, Larry Morgan, speakSalem Baptist Church at Huma stroke,
y care centers,
were Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer log on student teacher relaboldt Tennessee, and is asand other individuals in the'
, Stockton, parents of the hon- tionship.
sistant to Rev. A. L. McCargo
neighborhood.
Gifts were exchanged, and , oree, his wife, Mrs. Lois Stock- Mrs. Barbara Perry sang at Salem Gilfield here in Mema delectable menu served by, ton and their children, Clifford, "People," and Fred - Strong phis.
sang "My Buddy."
the co-hostesses Mrs. Lee and Jr' and Angela.
He is also a teacher at the
The program was a complete David Wright recognized the Mitchell High School of the
Mrs. Beck.
Mrs. Marie Ross is president, and pleasant surprise to Mr. visitors and friends. Music was Shelby County System, conof the club, Mrs. Velma Wil- Stockton and included a child- rendered by the school choir, sidered a dedicated young minliams secretary, and
Mrs.' hood friend, Lawrence Black- glee club and band.
ister with a purpose and with
Jennie Brooks reporter
mon, Emerson
Able
who R B. Thompson, principal the ability to get the job done
of Carver High School, gave in Gods ministry.
The morning sermon will be
remarks.
given by the pastor, Rev. A. L.
McCargo with an afternoon
NAILS DOWN RECORD
ly-itifelelowtwsohi
fellowship luncheon
me
LrOND
BO
erNn a r—d U
mPeIC
)a
Far-u

Plans For Day

Nixon Asked To Appoint
Blacks To Agency posts

The Executive Board of the
National Alliance of postal and
Federal Employees voted to
send the following telegram to
President Richard Nixon: "The
National Executive Board of
the National Alliance of postal
and Feder a 1 Employees is
gravely concerned about the
ineffective implementation of
the Equal Employment Opportunities program in many
areas of the Federal service.
We hope to work cooperatively
with you and your administration in a c t ions designed to
make this program a reality
instead of a hope in all areas
of government.

I

FATHER OF THE YEAR
—Carver High School PTA
honored Rev. John L o e.
Sr.. center, as the "Father
of the Year" at its third

annual "Father and S o n
Night." On front row, from
left, are Harry and Larry
Lote, sons of the honoree;
Rev. Love. Mrs. Ernestine

Rev. Love Is Named
'Father Of Year'

Whitley, PTA
president;
and David Penn. co-chairman of the program; in
rear, from left are Ernest
Love. a third son of Rev.

Love, and Charles Terrell,
program chairman. (Withers Photo)

Progressive Baptists
Meet Here Jan. 21-23

The Parent-Teacher Association of Carver High School presented its third annual "Father
and Son's Night" at the school
on Wednesday night, Jan. 15,
and the program was well-attended by parents from Riverview, Kansas and Florida Elementary Schools.

a 10-minute question and ans- The
Mid-Winter
Extended
wer period.
Session of the Progressive National Baptist Convention will
Honor students were present- be held here in Memphis Jan.
ed awards and their
parents 21-23 at the Greater White
recognized, with George Gos- Stone Baptist Church with the
set presenting the awards.
Rev. A. R. Williams as host
minister
The program was concluded with remarks by Mrs. ErThe three-day meeting Wii:
The theme of the observance nestine Whitley. PTA presi- be presided over by the newly
dent:
and
Robert B. Thompwas "Father—Men of Today;
elected officers. They include
Sons — Men of Tomorrow." son, Sr., principal of Carver. I Dr. E. R. Searcy, Atlanta.
Honored as the "Father (t Charles Terrell was chairman president; Dr. Earl Harrison.
the Year" was Rev. John Love.
the program, and David Washington, D. C., first vice
who has two sons. Harry and Penn co-chairman
president; and Rev. Louis'
Larry Love, are students at
Johnson. Detroit, second vice
Carver.
president.
Another son. Ernest Love, a
senior at Memphis State University, was on hand for the
program.

Vesper Service
Kanned Sunday

The program began with devotion by J. W. Lewis and
was followed by business ses- The Ruby Jones Circle of
Missionary
Society
of
sions by the PTA, and a song the
by the Royal Esquire Boys Martin Temple CME Church
will hold its vesper services on
Club.
Sunday evening, Jan. 26, from
After the occasion was ex- 7 to 8 p. m.
plained by George Hunt, short
talks were made by Warrant Guest artist for the evening
Officer E. E. Redditt of the will be the Carvar High School
Memphis Police Department's Choraliers under the direction
Brock. The
Community Relations Division. f Mrs. Del
public is invited.
Neville Wooten of the Recreation Department, Councilman Mrs. Velois Perry is chairJames L. Neeters and Robert man, and Mrs. Virginia Wade
Crawford of the school's ath- reporter.
letic department.
The Rev. Paul Fowlkes
The talks were followed by minister of the church.

AM: Miss:onary Group
Elects 1969 Officers
Officers for 1969 were elected, tant
parliamentarirn;
Mrs.
when the South Memphis Dis- L. Owens, current events
trict Missionary Institute held!chairman; and Mrs. F. R.
its first meeting of the year on LaMarr, reporter.
Monday, Jan. 13. at the Ward
Installation service will be
Chapel AME Church.
held on Sunday, Feb. 16, at,
The officers are Mrs. M. R. Ward Chapel at 3 p. m. with,
Todd, president; Mrs. E. P. the Rev. Mrs. Reed giving the
Beavers, vice president; Mrs. installation message.
I.
Owens, secretary; Mrs.,
I Massey, assistant secretary; 1 On last Monday, a symposiMrs. P. Alexander, corres- um was given by Mrs. Beavers,
ponding secretary; Mrs. E. wife of the minister of New
Weathers, assist ant cor- Allen AME Church on the
responding
secretary;
Mrs. Aherne, "Our Mission Given by
Christ."
M. Morris, treasurer; Mrs. I.
Varnado, chaplain; Mrs. E. The election of officers was
held by Rev. F. G. Garrette,
Fisher, parliamentarian; the presiding
elder of the South
Rev. Mrs. M. V. Reed, assis- Memphis District.

-We suggest that the appointment of qualified minority
group persons to the number
two and three spots in key
agencies can be a beginning."
and Mrs. Earnestine Buntyn of Congress
and
the
Civil
Greater White Stone Baptist Service Commission received
Church.
a petition from the Board to
obtain urgently needed relief
The public is cordially infor the low paid employees in
vited to attend the meetings.
the General Service Administration and other agencies
where the wage board's salary
reforms have not yet reached.

Effects Of LSD
Is The Subject
Of Noon Film

The Post Office Department
has been urged to join us in
getting adequate clotl :rig al-

e°
All
n Memphis
claims a world record for
cordially invited to Salem
'is
lowance to provide all season ing on a bed of nails.
Gilfield for Mens Day, Sunday
clothing for mail handlers and
He downed a few pints of
maintenance employees.
February
9, 1969.
ale at his local pub, arranged
W. E. Fields and W. H. Clark
President Smith announces himself gingerly on a nail-studthat William Bradley, Legisla- ded slab of wood, and stayed are co-chairmen of Men's
tive Officer, will be ready to there for two hours and 49
announce the union's legislative minutes— nine minutes more Day; Dexter Hamilton and
program within the next two than the reported previous Billy Fields are Men's Day
weeks.
record.
promotional directors.

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked in Memphis by Memphians
rushed rushed dolly to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.
WASSONfitItt%

Hogue & KROH.
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

;

44„
liAri**
aIm
/oSttt

12111111oQ
sowm
8
pktg.
o

1111 %talk gait

254

74
BREAD Big
BROWN N SERVE
274
ROLLS
Hogue & Knot+
I/
1
24Lb- Sandwich Loaf Alb

Official host for the meeting
-LSD-25" is the film offeris the Progressive Baptist
on the "Lunching with
ed
Churches of Memphis. Among
the many items of business Films" program at Cossitt Liwill be the findings and rec- brary this Thursday noon,'
ommendations for a site for the January 23.
Convention's national headquar- In the movie, Dextro Lyserters. Dr. R. I. Andrew is chair- gic Acid Diethylanied Tartrate'
man of the committee.
25 (LSD-25) tells its own story.
giving a self-portrait of its
Memphis is said to rate high!effects on the brain and nerin consideration for the head- 1
vous system. Enactments dequarters site.
pict LSD users as they purOn Tuesday night. Jan. 21,
a Pre-Musical will be given chase, consume and experience
AIRMAN FORREST A. LEE,
and will feature the mass the drug.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hayes
choirs of Greater White Stone
Baptist and Greater Middle With the use of drugs so Lee of 119 Majuba ave., Mem.
Baptist Churches, the Young much in the news these days, phis, has completed basic train.
lug at Lackland AFB, Tex.,
Adult Choir of Monumental the Memphis
Public Library and has been
assigned to ShepBaptist Church and First Bappresents this film as an author- pard AFB, Tex. for training
tist Brownsville.
itative account of LSD, for the 1 as a medical services special.;
Featured soloist& will be
list. He is a 1968 graduate of
general Carver High School.
Mrs. Barbara Lamar of Great- information of the
er Mt. Zion Baptist Church! public.

Vogue & Knott
12 to Package

W. R•s•rye The Right
To Limit Quantifiers

Hogue & Knott Pure

Real Meaty

Sliced

PORK I
PORK LIVER SAUSAGE

HAM
HOCKS

3 lb. Bag
lb.

190

$1.39

Wilson's

CHILLI with BEANS
15 1/2 oz. Can 250

Seaboy Light Chunk Style

TUNA
250

6 1 2 oz.

WE HONOR GOVIRNMENT FOOD STAMPS
Spare Time

Miracle Fluff

SAVE

POT PIES

ON SHRINE

4 Limit

3 lb. Can

6 oz. 100

490

CIRCUS TICKETS

••••

with

Coke • Tab
Sprite • Freska or Fanta
BOTTLE CAPS

MINUTE
RICE
7 oz.

270

HERE'S WHAT YOU DO:

Pick up cartons of Coke, Tab, Sprite, Freska or Fanta. Save 12 of the Bottle
Caps or any combination for each ticket and bring them to:

Of Memphis, Tennessee
495 Hollywood St.

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
STARTING TOMORROW

Plus Ii 110111.5 CAPS of

cOKI, tAS. PIMA FRISKA or FANTA

for soch ticket,

25e

Ter will receive one tIchet for the SHRINI CIRCUS
teed only for the Wed., Feb. 12-1:00 P.M. periwig,.
once.
NO LIMIT Jot Vag II bottle coot end 23c for each fiche siouf•41
All. SEATS RESUvED

Enjoy Hubert Castle's 3-Ring CIRCUS
Wed.,'Thur., Fri., Feb. 12, 13, 14, at 230 and 8 P.M.

Sat., Fab. IS at 10:00 A.M., 2:30 and 8 P.M.
Sun., Feb.

16 at 1:30 and 6:30 P.M.

VEG. SHORTENING

Chicken,Beef,Turkey

Havo line

MOTOR
OIL

TWO BEST PLACES 18 OH
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

q%*3

ss

Sat, morning and matinees
(except Sat. and Sun.) $2 & $1
AU nights, Sat. and Sun.
Matinees $2.50 & $1.50

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
AT THE COLISEUM AND GOLDSMITH'S

20 or 30 wght.
Gal. Can

AR
Snow Fresh
MORTON CUT CORN
DINNERS 10 oz. Pkg. 15
Dub on

Spaghetti & Meat
Beans & Franks
Macaroni & Cheese::::
Macaroni & Beef
11 oz.

290

$1.39

BUTTER
BEANS
0 0I

17

Clockett Farm

CUT OKRA
10 oz. 14

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS

913 SO. THIRD
, 3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A.M. to 7 f.M
!wept no. 5i

I
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Will Cut Your Food Costs,
And You'll Still Get Your Top Value Stamps!
TOP VAll/E STAMPS
U.S

CHOICE TENDR A Y TENDERAY

CHUCK
STEAK
TRAMP° '69 — Rubaiyates, Inc., are finalizing plans
for their anu.ai benefit fashion show, Sunday February
16, In the Skyway c the Sheraton-Peabody. Seated left
to right are Mesdames Doris Walls, general chairman;
Peggy Brewer, president; Norma Mims, general co-chair-

Witt
'four'

KROGER FRESH
man; Betty Payne, Publicity Chairman; Standing left to
right Jewel Walker program chairman. Hazel Sims, cus•
tome chairman; Clara Parker, decoration chairman; and
Gloria Ward, finance chairman.

WHOLE FRYERS

POUND

RIB HALF

Elections Are Held In 10 Poverty Areas
Area Council elections for 2235 Greenwood; Marvin Jo y-11240 Coker; Mrs. Nannie Dix- Juanita Farmer, 1060-B Tully;
eight of the 10 designated pov- ner, 1117 Beachwood, And
-- on 596 Corrine - Mrs Norma Mrs. Emma Lee Ford, 692-A
erty target areas of the city ert Brown, 1321 Wilson.
Wortham; M r s . Ernestine
Davis, 1114 Tully, Apt. 66; Jones, 1126 Tully, Apt. 45;
were conducted by the War on AREA V, FLORIDA-SOUTH
Poverty Committee on T u e s- PARKWAY:
;Mrs. Emma 'Wesson, 719-B Mrs. Lillie Montgomery, 1254
day night. Jan. 14.
Mrs. Josephine Terrel, 1413 Marble; Mrs. Louise Wardell, Smith; and Mrs. Bettye Slater,
Elections were not conducted Taylor; Mrs. George Nabors,• 1126 Tully, Apt. 51; Mrs. 578 Arrington.
In the Downtown Poplar (Area 1185 K-a, er; Rev. John Beck,
VIII) and Hyde Park secti )ns 847 Whitford; Mrs. Ruby Matto director of administrative
(Area 1). These will be held on lock, 939 Melrose; Mrs. Lillie
services;
Tolar E. White, forFeb. 18 and will coincide with Mae Jones, 1599 S. Lauderdale;
Mrs. Ella Mae Norman, 1594
merly the assistant comptroller
county eiectious.
A .
M" 141
"1%.J
Each of the poverty areas S. Main st.,
was named comptroller; and
C.
Williams,
1594
S.
Main; and I
0
4 10 H I
elected a neighborhood or area
Ferguson
Brew was promoted
council ranging from eight to Mrs. Geraldean Christian, 1492
from
Manager
of auxiliary
11 members, which will represent them in planning develop- AREA VI, SOUTHWEST MEMenterprises to business manament and administration of an- PHIS:
The
ger.
Sr.,1
Rev.
Luther
Bohanon,
ti-poverty efforts in their reBATON ROUGE, La.
, 2126 Swift; James Ballard, 70 appointment of B. A. Little as An undergraduate of Lincoln
spective areas.
The Area Councils will each W. Illinois; Johnny Hardaway, vice-president of financial a n d University in. Missouri, Hunt
elect a representative on t h e 275 W. Dison; Mrs. Jrealstine business affairs at Southern
Board of Directors of the 45- Mack,. 1525 Monsarrat; M. C. University, was one of four earned the Master of Science
member War on Poverty Com- Mollers, 70 W. Illinois; Mrs. administrative promotions an- Degree at LSU. He is a native
mittee of Memphis and Shelby 1 011ie Jean Banger, 1354 Michi- nounced last week by the Uni- of St. Louis.
County, a third of whom a r e Igan; Mrs. Carlee Moss, 18 W. versity's President Dr. G. Leon
White is a native of Indedemocratically elected rep r e-!California; Mrs. Cleo Bell, 1211 Netterville, Jr.
Hayes,
Elizabeth
;Main;
Mrs.
pendence
and is an honor gradsentatives of the poor.
Little, a member of SouthWinners in last week's elec- 1161 Texas; Mrs. Ida M. Berk- em's administrative staff for'uate of Southern University
ley, 1031 Walk, and Mrs. Anna 28 years, was comptroller prior
tions are:
with a B. S. degree in Business
AREA II, BROAD AVENUE: Bell Hence, 240 Ingle.
to being named to the new
Administration. He earned the
Willie W, Bell, 568 Harrold; AREA VII, SOUTH MEMPHIS; position.
M.B.A. degree at LSU and his
Mrs. Betty Strother, 3024 Till- Mrs. Elizabeth Russell, 660 J. L. Hunt was
promoted major area of study was ac}Clinton;
Mrs.
Mary
Taylor,
914
man, Apt. 6; Mrs. Hazel Lovfrom director of physical plant counting and finance.
ing, 3067 Tillman Cove, Apt. 10; S. Fourth Apt. 4; John Hollis,
Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw, 3020 Till- 500 Walker; Mrs. Armenia Turman, Apt. 10; Mrs. Bessie She- ner, 226 Lucorne; Willie Augog, 3020 Tillman, Apt. 30 Mrs. thor Moss, 865 S. Fourth, Apt.
Pearl Brady, 3020 Tillman Cove 29; Elyah R. Robinson, Sr.,
W ellington;
Mrs.
Apt. 8, and Henry F. Pitcher, 1087 S
Tommie Lee Wallace, 801
415 Scott St.
AREA III, ORANGE MOUND: Crown pl.; Mrs. Catherine
with approved credit
Mrs. Marie Sims, 753 Dallas; Jackson, 401 Edith, Apt. 1;
Mrs. Vearistine Jones, 788 Bey; Mrs. Hayes Curry, 966-A PorCHARGE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT
Mrs. Laura Thomas, 848 Ham- ter; Mrs. Nellie Balentine Hall,
We're Overstocked, No Place to Park 'Em
ilton; Mrs. Mary Jones, 2428 547 Dutro; and Mrs. Doris V.
Cable; Sam Bradley, 2483 Park Holt, 629-J Lauderdale.
Mrs. Pearl Williams, 2044 Sauls- AREA IX, JACKSON AVEbury pl.; Mrs. Lucille Hill, 749 NUE:
D a 11 a s; Mrs. Louise Gaines, Mrs. Mary- Irving, 620 Jack2-dr. hardtop fastback, V-S, eruise-O-Matic, power
steering, radio, whitewall tires, factory air. Low mile2425 Cable; Mrs. Malinda John- son; Mrs. Katie Sexton, 775
age. Still in warranty.
son, 758 Marechalneil and Mrs. Randle; Mrs. W. T. Fort, 750
Gazella McDonald, 2417 Brook- Speed; Miss Amanda Payne,
4-dr. sedan. V-8. Powerglide, power steering, radio,
lyn.
751 N. Mansfield; Mrs. Annie
whitewall tires, factory air. Still in factory warranty.
AREA
IV, BELLEVUE-Mc- Ruth Lewis, 589 N. Seventh,
Apt. 1; Larry Wells, 885 Annie
4-dr. hardtop, V-4. Powerglide, power steering, radio,
LEMORE:
whitewall tires. Still in factory warranty.
Charlie Walton, 1856 Edmond- pl.; Mrs. Josephine Allen, 600-1
$2295
s o n; Mrs. Roger L. Emory, E N. Seventh.: James L. Cas•1
Thomas;
)-dr. hardtop, V-8, C'ruise-0-litatle, power ateering,
1385 Ledger rd.; Mrs. M. L. tlevechi, 6 3 0 - C
radio, factory Mr. Low mileage car.
Archie, 1359 Gold; Mrs, Joyce James Dunn, 598-A N. Seventh; ,
Alma
Morris,
981
Mrs.
McLemore;
E.
Alaska
Anderson, 1582
V-8, Powerrlide, bucket si•mts. EXtr1
Mrs. Leola Moore, 1421 Green- and Mrs. Florene Johnson, 8431
500
$1495
wood; Mrs. Shirley Moton, 1308 Mansfield.
2-dr. hardtop V -S. Cruise-o-Matic, power steering.
Gaither; Mrs. Dorothy Harmon AREA X, NORTH MEMPHIS:
radio, whitewall tires, factory air.
Mrs. Claudia A. Watkins,
1382 Gleason; Mrs. Betty White

N

ew Veep

REDEMPTION
CENTERS
are conveniently located

SL ICED PORK LOIN

POUND

COUNTRY STYLE•RINDLESS

SL ICED BACON

POUND

ECONOMY BUY!

DRESSED WHITING

5 LB. BOX

1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITE HAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PLAZA
10 A.M.-5 P.M.
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
CLOSED MONDAYS

21
59
490
99

MORRELL S
18 TO 20 LB

COOKED
HAMS
59

WHOLE OR
*BUTT PORTION

POUND
trirtftii

THESE CARS MUST BE SOLD
'68 GALAXIE 500
$2495

'68 IMPALA

$2395

'68 IMPALA

$2495

'66 THUNDERBIRD

'67 CHEVY II S.S.
'66 GALAXIE

'67 LTD

$1895

11
T3t4sWiTt/IPPIIMITIIIPRI„NMec

KROGER lab
OIL 48.
FAB DETERGENT
PLAIN OR SELF -RISING

GALLON

PILLSBURY FLOUR

5 -LB. BAG

(-''"
, BONUS COUPON

VAC-PAC

KROGER COFFEE

IN
I\

12-0Z. CANS

15

BANQUET
POT PIES

'64 FORD
WANING AND LAUNDRY COUPONS
GOOD AT ALL LOCATIONS

Plain DRESSES

$1095

Country Sedan 9-pamenger wagon, V-8 Cruise-0Matic, power steering, factory air, radio, whitewall
tires. Nice

'62 MERCURY
$595
Station Wagon. Mcrc-O-Matic. V-8. Extra good wagon.
'65 GALAXIE 500
$1295
'66 MUSTANG

.1e11110:9211ileii:43111.0:40111111s
11 • Men's SUITS

coupon

`
1 24

I

'
1411.AC1.f ANN° COUPQNKIIV

c

;

'68 COUGAR

COUIN5N

.:1901ettl. coselk'
Plain COATS
$129
HUPLIEURTI

50

1, 50
50
50
50
50
50

I

80?

S0
IS

100

50
50
25
25
25
25

I.,
I\
I\

PILLSBURY CAKE MIXES

1 -

PACKAGE

AJAX CLEANSER
HEINZ KETCHUP

EACH

k
i

,,,,,f,

I
t=1

»ids 2 24-oz Embassy Syrup
wnth 2 pigs Kroger Elps
or Snack Crackers
,ith •n Old Fashion Egg NS'hip
or German Chew. Layer Cake
...,ill t.... 14b. pkgs.
Krum Cheese
any 1.1b. or Igr. Bnls,
Tenderay Beet Boast
with two Round. Sirloin iir
Tilone Tenders
'
, Steaks
1-lb or more Ground
Chuck
,,sith • 5-11n bucket
Ground Serf
2 pkgs. Fewer Breast.
Legs or Thighs

,Ith

..ith

.,th
.ith 2 plots. Pcsk Ch',P1
',101 . l'

Center 51.-ea
Hans

,,,ch any Turkey

„,,h a 14-or Fox
Delmar Para
with tw,i g-isr. Pies
Kroger Sliced Lunch Sfeats
with I/ -gal Orange Juice
utth 3-lb. Onions
u,th

er

2

rj )

0
T
El
r---)

T )1
g
E

g
g

El ki
E
E.
i:—/
*

heads Letbur

)

HUItteURT'S
k/01144111.1ifi:'

PANTS &

'60 CHEVROLET
$295
4-dr. V-4, radio, and heater
'63 GALAXIE 500
$895
4-dr. V-S, automatic., power steering, factory air.
'66 GALAXIE 500
$1495
and whitewall

18!110ACLEANING COUP

$2695

2-dr. hardtop, WI, Cruise-O-Afatic, radio, power steering. factory air. Still in factory warranty.

crutec
ures. -0-matie.

14-0Z. BOTTLE

•••

NOBODY WALKS AWAY

NO LIMIT ON QUANTITY

NAVEL ORANGES

12 FOR

ROUND WHITE POTATOES

10 LB

The GIANT Ford Dealer!

HURLBURT'S

Sat (serene stivo Se Presented WA Gorrialnit

every Sunday
afternoon at
1:00 P.M.

FORD

164
10
d5
9
y.
$gra
dri4
Cuetom 4-41r. sedan. 6-cylinder, straight
end heater.

oriESW 310&11804.

190

"TEEN
TOWN gi
SINGERS

power steering, radio

SLACKS

6

RED
GRAPES

HEIR FORD

2450 Summer

Open Nit's

.11111MIN111111111~111/111110111112,

458-1151

FRESH

TANGERINES

Puiccce

ptedegtd

$1495

2-dr. hardtop. 6 cylinder, automatic, radio, whitewall
tires.

HURLIIURT:.S"."

wuRituRrs

11

IN

4-dr. V-S. automatic, power steering, radio and whitewall tit cq

SHIRTS

100

IN

CHICKEN, TURKEY, BEEF OR
MACARONI & CHEESE,

—1.1

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
"."
1 jar Kroger N,n-Dairy 1/211
Coffee Creamer II ..Or..
1
with four fi-or Om
Kroger Gelatins
with 2 rant or pkgs
Kroger Nuts

100
50
50
50
50

1 -LB. CAN

WHOLE KERNEL, VAC PAC

KROGER CORN

39t

3-LB.

LeSabre 4-dr. sedan V -S, automatic, power steering.
power brakes. factory air. Extra nice.

1.1111111811,•ClIalltli

rlAUNINIT

KANDU
BLEACH

COLD POWER OR

4-dr. hardtop. Emberglo with white top. V-8, factory
air. automatic, power steering, radio,

Ft

19
I

cosspon and $5 00 adcl,onai purchase exclumng tobacco Good tbru Tugs , Jan 28
L4rrot Oe.
n
1151:

$1795

'68 VOLKSWAGEN
$1795
12,000 actual miles. Automatic stick shift.
'65 BUICK
$1595

CRISCO, 3-lb can or
KROGER Mae..

_t

out ern

SHORT.f CASH? •
WHY WAIT?

490

SHANK
HALF,

DOZEN

69
59
39

•••••4;:::

WDIA
RADIO

§0,1
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HEW's Social Goals
Of the many terminal reports and
7ecommendations
which
are
being
.ushed to President Johnson, the most
vmprehhensive and all embracing are
:hose sent to him by outgoing Secreary of Health, Education and Welfare
Wilbur Cohen. He lists the social goals
ie believes can be achieved by 1976.
Cohen calls them "social indicators
'or any administration, for any Presi;lent in the next eight years." Presented in the form of statistics on the
present situation and projections for
1976, the goals include abolition of
poverty, an increase in life expectancy
and reduction in infant deaths.
Cohen also speaks of the goals in
substantive terms under the categories
of education, health, social and economic opportunity. Citing progress in
serving the aged through Medicare and
Social Security in recent years, Cohen
insists that it is time to place greater
emphasis on programs for young people.
He thinks that the nation should
shift priorities so as to begin to invest more in the health, education and
welfare of our future population. Specific education aims include pre-school
and day care for all who wish them,
elimination of illiteracy, free 2-year
community colleges in all cities and a
nationwide educational television system.
In his proposals for
achieving

social and economic opportunity, Cohen outlines what he calls
"bill of
rights" for children and youth and for
old people. The bill of rights for
children and youth states that ever yj
child is entitled to health protection, to
economic and social security, a decent
place to live, and a good education from !
pre-school through college.
The "bill of rights" for
senior
citizens should guarantee an adequate
retirement income, health care, housing, leisure time activities and accessible community services, according to
Cohen.
About 11 percent of the population is at the poverty level now. Extension of job training and opportunities, combined with family
planning
and an overhaul of the welfare system
oould, in Cohen's view, could
result
in abolition of poverty in eight years.
Noting that only 14 percent of
Negro children in the South attend integrated schools, the Secretary
says
that elimination of "discrimination of
any kind" should be another national
priority.

''''''445111151116111111611111111110116".4 I

A Point
Of View

4

Letters To

WASHINGTON — The replacement for Louis
Martin is still the hottest news in town. Much was
said before about the new chairman and what his
wishes might be. There was a lot of hope in the black
circles that Larry O'Brien would stay on as national
chairman. O'Brien was considered smart, fair, but
more important he was and is aware of the needs
for Negro political leaders to be on the inside. But
even as 200 guests were praising Martin in a goingaway luncheon, O'Brien was submitting his resignation from the job. When the National Committeemen
meet this week to select a successor to O'Brien, some
indication will surface as to who the Brother will be
in the second slot. Martin, admittedly, will be hard
to follow. In addition, Martin had the White House
and the Cabinet offices to assist him in his programming. Without these and with the party out of power
at the administrative level, the deputy chairmanship will become a dreary and laboriious task. Few
men, leaving Washington, however, have been given
the send-off Martin received.
TAPPING THE TICKER: Cliff Alexander's decision to remain on as chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is not all political.
Cliff, who has probably applied himself more vigorously to the job than any of his predecessors, actually wants to follow through on the important job
of finding jobs. The chairmanship, heretofore held
by whites, served merely as a stopping stone to other
endeavors. Cliff, who went over to 18th and G streets
from thhe White House, has completely redirected
the thrust of the Commission and while all staffers
are not necessarily gung-ho, he has involved blacks
in more meaningful roles than in the past. If Nixon
doesn't like what he finds or doesn't like the way
Alexander is moving, he will find it difficult to turn
things around. The impact of the dismissal of a black
man in a top agency spot could be devastating to the
disaffected black citizen. Nixon and his aides know
this and are likely to tread lightly where EEOC is
concerned. The main order of the day is wait and see.
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INSIDE REPORT: When the NNPA (National
Newspaper Publishers Association) meets in New Orleans this week, it will deal solidly with black militancy. The publishers, who have mirrored the Brother's aspirations for lo these many years and for the
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
past eig ht 3,•ears haNe camped on th edoorstep o
wstsiassisitistsoassitixtesterauukutskilotie:
Washington, will be looking hard at the new adminiDear Editor:
stration. The question remains open whether or not
THE STRONG MEN
record as a high school teachWith the modern-day evolu- the GOP members within the NNPA will assume
Every race and nationality er, is a greener pasture. It
tion of knowledge and com- some new semblance of power or whether or n
ot
produces its quota of strong has its risks. All jobs have
munication to all the world,
men. Regardless of time and risks. But these risks are the
there
will
shift
be
a
to
apply
the
same
kind
of
presstruggle (call-it evolution
circumstances, the s trong challenges that are good for the
revolution) for "one-man, sure on the Republicans as was applied during the
men emerge. And they keep strong young men. . . black or or
one-vote" rule in the world can Kennedy-Johnson administration .. . With all of the
coming on. . . in all ages. This white.
hardly be overcome in light of
Sound as these proposals are, emergency of strong young
what the population explosion wellwishers and supporters of the new black conWhat
Mr.
Stockton
needs
men
is
also
one
of
the
blessthey come at a time when the present
terms of gressmen in town last week for the swaaring-in,
ings the black man in the most now is the interest. . .the alone will do in
weighted
Administration is powerless and when
manpower
the mil- many were disappointed that less than half-dozen
to
United States enjoys. In every concern. . . the support of the
the climate of the new Administra- community in this nation entire community. . . because lions of Asia and Africa.
were actually admitted to the gallery for the occasNor will the endless series of
tion is unlikely to be favorable to where black men live the of the oature of his responsi- guerilla-type dues of the "one- sion. As a result, hardly all of the three freshmen's
strong men show up. . soon- bility.
them. Cohen's goals and priorities come
man-for-one-man variety being family's, got in. Parties and receptions following
er or later. . . one way or the
Mr. Stockton is a native fought all over the world do
too late for rewarding affirmative ac- other. . . even in Memphis.
more than compensated.
Memphian. He is a product of muchprolo
o
ng

The Editor

tion.

BACKDOOR STUFF: Insiders say that Richard
It is from the above point of the local public schools. He is the white western man and his,
view that a salute is given college trained. He comes from nations.
Nixon has every intention of cracking down on his
here to the selection of young one of the city's best-known The fact that the spread of campaign theme of "law and
order."
Clifford Stockton to a unique and best-liked families. He has i ideological know-how to these
position with the Greater Mem- a fine young family of his own vast populations has turned
phis Chamber of Commerce... . a wife and two young chil- what were one the most voluMr. Stockton will be a key dren. He is a church man. He minous markets of the world
personality in the Chamber's is aware of and actively in- into rapidly growing seats of
The question of limitation of de- hold up a decision by the other two- program for finding, select- terested in the civil rights ef- a lot of the world's manufacforts of members of his race. turing is a "man-bites-do
bate comes before the Senate every two thirds indefintely. This
strategy
g"
is ing, and placing young black
people on jobs in Memphis
But most important, Mr. phenomenon which completely WASHINGTON — Following f over what
years. The liberals, heretofore, have been wholly at variance with the democra- and Mid-South
he seemed to feel
industry.
Stockton is a sober-minded reverses the world drive of the his inauguration here Tuesday, was a
unsuccessful in their efforts to revise tic process. The Majority rule is the
slight to black authority.
past
500
years.
Young Mr. Stockton left a young man. He has evidenced
President Richard M. Nix o n But President Nixon did ask
Senate rules to gag the fililstister. corner stone of democracy.
relative "safe" job in the that he does not believe in ex- More than that, such nations was still engrossed with whatl-the six black leaders present
expression
Once more they are renewing their
tremes
effort.
or
China
already
the
have
as
in
nuThe Senate must face this show- Memphis school system to go
can be done to make America's to personally submit to him in
campaign for this reform
for the down at the outset of the session be- with the Chamber of Com- That's why the Memphis clear bomb and it is only a black population of over 2 2 writing the names of as many
merce. His decision was a wise Chamber of Commerce secur- question of time as to when millions, 90 per cent of whose Negroes as they could whom
eighth successive year.
cause that is the only period in which
one. The time has long since ed his services for his special Russia, more Asian than Eu- eligible voters did not cast they thought were qualified to
The fight against reform will be a majority has the power to establish come and gone when intelli- job.
ropean will supply its secrets their ballots for him, realize hold positions in the new Presijust as bitter as in previous years. new rules; delay would expose anti- gent, talented young black A community that under- to the Arab Republic, or black that he is genuinely interested dent's administration.
Southern Senators use Rule 22 as wea- filibuster reforms to fatal filibuster- men must seek opportunity and stands the significance of Mr. South Africans will steal it in solving their problem s, President Nixon had announcexpression in the classroom Stockton's appointment.
. .the from South Africa, to whom which to a great degree is tied ed during the week prior to his
pon with which to ward off any intru- ing.
and pulpit. Those are places
white western nations have up with the problems of the inauguration that he was apbusiness
first time the local
sion upon their Parliamentary right to
If conservatism is the predicted where such intelligence is need- leaders have seen fit to make given it.
inner cities.
pointing Mrs. Elizabeth Koontz,
halt unwelocme liberal legislation.
climate of the present Senate, then ed.
such an appointment. . . will It is true that the world now President Nixon was al so black national president of the
has enough destructive weapons said to, have promised to be predominantly white National
Under Senate Rule 22 approxi- the outlook for gagging the filibuster But there are also greener know how to help and support
other emergent strong, young, to blow up all civilization .at working on a plan to bring as Education Association to oe an
StockMr.
job
The
pastures.
i
mately one-third of the members can is discouragely dim.
least 100 times. But all hu- many blacks as he can into his Assistant Secretary of labor in
'ton has chosen, despite a fine black men. Let's do.
mans still operate as if civili- administration as soon as pos- charge of the Labor Department's Women's Bureau, a post
zation and the world will last sible.
On this point, John Murphy held in the Johnson Administraforever.
In the midst of all this, the of the Baltimore Afro-American tion by Mrs. Barbara Peterson,
white western nation's have who is President of the Nation- also a Negro.
elected to proceed with a al Newspaper Publishers Asso- Also frankly critical of Nix"business-as-usual" capitalism ciation, who attended the con- on's stand and failure to choose
("take advantage of your hum- ference with Nixon, said: "We but a few Negroes in his new
Consciousness of this fact led
Even during the dark days of his
Administration was Dr. Ralph
raise
an
to
but
alternative
brother ") approach. were quite satisfied."
no
HARRIS
By EDWARD
trials and tribulations, Adam Clayton Brooklyn Democrat
Emanuel Celler,
gambling
can
World
Legalized
War I, fought 50 years But if black newspaper pub- Abernathy, one-ninth Neg r o
taxes.
Powell was fond of saying to his faith- chairman of the House Judiciary Com- Some observer of the local easily provide some' relief to ago. may still turn out to be lisher Murphy was satisfied, population by promptly declarboth the chairman of the Black ing Jan. 15 of each year to be
ful disciples, "keep the faith, Baby." mittee, to oppose additional punish- political scene are in agree- the over-burdened tax payer, the last war in which the
Power
Conference, Dr. Nathan a national holiday in honor of
world's populations have really
This was said more in the spirit of ment. He cried out: "He who is with- ment with state senator and Mr. Patterson feels.
Wright, and the Rev. Ralph the assassinated Dr. King.
engaged. For it has never realD. Abernathy. head of t h e ' President Nixon said he
self-exhortation than as a spiritual in- out sin in this chamber, let him cast city councilman, J. 0. PatterA more conservative state To replace the balance-of-pow- Southern Christian Leadership would
consider doing so but
junction to his hearers. But it was the first stone. Judge not lest you be son, Jr. on his proposed legis- legislator said. "the bill won't er of pre-World War I days,
Conference and the Poor Peo- asked Rev. Abernathy to subchance,
in
bemainly
which
stand
a
the
world's powers ple's Campaign, were still just mit his proposal
that faith that apparently sustained judged."
lation to legalize gambling in
as a memorancause Tennessee is located in divided themselves into two as critical of Nixon as Whitney dum to
Tennessee.
him during his banishment from Conhim in writing.
armed
Belt".
"Bible
camps,
the
the
World
Allies M. Young director of the Na- President Nixon also
There is no question but refusal to '
indicatgress.
and the World Asian nations, tional Urban League was two ed
Senator Patterson, along with
that he may give the poverseat Powell would have heightened rafundementalist
religious
"The
—the
communist revolution weeks ago when he publicly ty war a fighting
No one who knew the depth of
a fellow senator from Nashchance. He
will not allow legalized gamb- which broke out in
Russia dur- criticized Nixon for not bring- has established task forces
the racism that was stirred against cial tensions. The core of the argument ville, attorney Avon Williams, ling in Tennessee Gambling ing
to
World
War I have even ing Negroes into his admin. work on this facet
in the Powell case which is pending be- contends that millions of dol:
of the naPowell thought that he would ever rejust like drinking corrupts since diveded the world into
revenue
lars
stration
for
in
on any large scale.
potential
tional picture and they feel that
fore the Supreme Court is whether
society", he continued.
two other groups — the Com- Dr. Wright was extreme I y many
gain his seat. He thought otherwise,
Tennessee are leaving the
of the programs still
Congress has the right under the Conmunistinclined nations and the critical in the press conference show merit. Just to
And that faith, last week, was jusstate to other nearby states.
With the so-called "moral"
impress the
Anti-Communist nations.
stitution to deny membership to a duly
which followed the meeting of six black leaders that he was
issue involved, one may ask,
tified by the 251 votes against 160 that
One
The
case
the
in
is
dog
point
non-white
world has a the fact that President Nixon getting first hand information
elected representative who has met the
it more righteous to gammemberrestored him to the House
racing track located in West "Is
true belief in every one of the had brought Dr. Daniel P. Moy- about poverty, as well as
about
prescribed constitutional requirements. Memphis, Ark., just a few ble next door than to gamble ten precepts which
we call the nihan, the President's new as- American relations with
at home?"
Ten
miles
from downtown MemCommandments and the sistant for urban affairs, a France, President Nixon conHe was punished not on account
In our view, the Court would not phis.
The same thing is true in Golden Rule summary, all of white' man to the conference ferred with Sargent Shriver,
of the gravity of his sins, but because have agreed to give consideration to
the liquor by the drink bill, you which are in essence basics of with him.
former head of the Office of
Mr. Patterson feels that the
he was a black man who dared do what the case had there not been sufficient
can by liquor by the pint, quart all religions. The non-white Dr. Wright criticized the fact Economic Opportunity, who
dog track grosses millions of
some of his white colleagues had done warrant for exercising its judgement dollars each year. And a ma- or gallon in Memphis, but not world not only preaches them that Moynihan stood behin d Nixon has assured he will main
Nixon at the conference, appar- tam in Shriver's new position
but puts them into practice.
ounce.
before him and are still doing with im- on the legislative branch of the govern- jor portion of the revenue by the
The Moral here somewhere ently advising him on the spot as Ambassador to France.
punity. His expulsion and the $25,000 ment. And the judgment may well be taken in by the State of Arkan- Where is the -moral" is- but the white western world about Negroes.
Among others at the confersas comes from Tennessee ci- sue?
many never see it. It may be Dr. Wright said he felt that ence with President Nixon were
fine imposed upon him as a condition in favor of Congressman Powell. His tizens.
only a Negro should be advis- Dr. Sandy Ray, vice president
It appears that some of the too late — even now.
to his re-seating are without precedent faith has smashed the other obstacles,
KENNETH WHITAKER ing the President of the United of the National Baptist ConWith no new sources of in- "self-appointed moralist" be
States about Negroes, Dr. vention, Inc.. and John Johnin the 180-year history of the chamber. it may win him this last hurdle.
come, the Statelegislator has lieve that hypocrisy is a virtue.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,Wright was obviously ups e t son, Negro publisher.
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Economist say that commer-ierts, and a series of droughts in isaa DuBois accepted a l Violence ied to the founding
dal intercourse can be very dired up her most important temporary
as'of the NAACP and its official
a p pointment
beneficial to a country's eco- water ways the Wagadu and -assistant instructor at the publication CRISIS which Dunomy. Recognizing thfy bene- Bagana Rivers.
Pennsylvania Bois was the editor. The event
university
of
fits of trade, the Tunka (em‘k here he did a sociological; took place "In 1900, a mob as..eatakairaiiimaissia•
circumstances
peror) imposed tax on im- Under these
study of the Philadelphia tie- saulted and killed hundreds of
DATES TO REMEMBER
ports
exports
and
Ghana Ghana fell to waves of con- gro.
Negroes in Springfield Illinois.
querors who swept in and deThe two days of bloodshed also
1524 — First Slave Revolt on U. S. in South Caroline reached the height of her power under the black rulers of, stroyed the kingdom in the He went to Atlanta Univer- frightened thousands of other
Spanish Settlement).
and thirteenth centu- sity to study the problems of Negroes
twelfth
the Sisse dynasty •
•
into leaving Spring1538 — Estervancie, African explorer led expedition from
Negroes in Atlanta, he chang- field. After enlisting
•
Mexico that discovered Arizona, New Mexico.
the supThe most outstanding period,
ed the plan of the study to in- port of many influencial whites
• • •
1531 — Africans accompanied DeSoto on his journey to the
of observing life in the empire
problems of all and
the
clude
blacks, the NAACP was
Mississippi.
of Ghana, at its best was durAmerican Blacks.
1515 — Africans with Mendez in founding St. Augustine, ing the reign of Tenkamenn in) W. E. B. DuBOIS
founded. DuBois was made
Florida the first permanent European Settlement in the the 11th century. Made wealthy)
DuBois' book "Soul , Director of Publications and
In a world where it means so In 1913,
United States.
,,aw
s itohotthteo orseseerthveatioo:
through the collection of taxes,'
fn
Folk" was pun_ tRheasteahrech%
Black
the
of
to take a man by the
Tenkamenin lived in a forti- much
helped
Who
lished.
and sit beside him, . . .
hand
by Madeline ficial organ on tbe Association,'
During the next four weeks, into provinces of which there fied castle, decorated beautia world where a social Build America
NegrosIn
fully with sculpture and picone chap- "The Crisis" to attack Tuskeabout
says
Stratton
this section of Black Heritage were several subdivisions.
cigar or a cup of tea together
Notebook will explore some of Like most great countries, tures. The windows were beau- means more than legislative ter of the book, "one chapter gee. As editor of Crisit, hel
the early black states of Afri- Ghana, had to face a decline tifully decorated by the royal halls and magazine articles in the book is entitled 'Of Mr. hoped to change the attitude)
Washington and of the American Negro toward)
ca. They are Ghana, Melle, in prosperity, not because of artist. Within the castle walls and speeches-one can imagine Booker T
were
temples
for
DuBois severly himself. He wanted Negroes!
various
gods
it
Others.'
to
and Songhay. This week Gha- war, or degeneration of her
the consequehce of the almost
Washington'sideasto change to have faith in
na will be the topic of "Afri- people, or conquest by another and a prison for political utter absence of such social criticizes
,their possibilities
as American
ca's Early Black States."
government, Ghana's decline, prisoners. The king of Ghana amenities brtween estranged about Negro progress. DeBois Citizens."
a
d
m
i
n
s
t
e
r
p
o
a
l
y
TuskeLee,'
at
that
jus- races, who' separation ,ex- believed
Sometimes referred to as say historians, was due to the
—
was not preparing
Kumbi and Walata, some his- forces of nature, The people tice to his subjects.
He
criticized both major'
tends even to parks and street Washington
Negroes for positions of leadertorians say Ghana was the of Ghana were agricultural The king held court, in mg- cars. — W. E. B. DuBois.
for their failure to
nificent
parties
splendor.
turning
merely
Prior to the
ship, but was
first West African State of and droughts changed their
enact civil rights legislation.
which there is any record. principal larm land into a opening of court, drums were The above words were spo- them into laborers. DuBois had He attempted to bring out
king
punished ken by W. E. B. DuBois. Du- applauded Washington's speech these problems
Evidence shows that much of desert. There were sheep and beaten,the
in the United
Ghana's political and cultural cattle in the outlying areas of those who had won his disfavor Bois describes his birth place of 1895 as courageous. He did' Nations and many Americans
in these words, "I was born by not feel, however, that separ- accused him of being a
history goes back to before the country. , There was also and he bestowed honors
coin•
Christianity and that by 300 much trading. During the Mid- those who were worthy of such. a golden river in the shadow ate but equal proposals would
munist.
A
fanatical
band of Moham- of two great hills. My birth- benefit the Negro at all. What'
A. D. some forty-four Kings dle ages the city of Kumbi, DuBois will be remembered
had ruled in that land.
Kumbi was an important com- •medans called the Almoravides place was Great Barrington, a Negroes needed, he thought.
invaoeu
t,nana
in
10115
for the many articles and
leadership
which
Massawestern
real
an little to w n in
was
One way of judging the cul- mercial center.
books he wrote among these
gradually
brought
the
of
Valley
their!
for
secure
the
them
the
could,
it
chusetts
people
tural progressiveness of a During the rise
were — "Black Reconstrucof the Ara- on their religious influence.
American
citizens.'
by
flanked
the
rights
as
I
Housatonic,
country is bY its political bian infiltration
Ghana had During the end of the llthi Berkshire Hills . . . But my That would require the teach-I tion," Souls of Black Folks,"
structure and Ghana had a much prosperity and
power. century, Ghana faced a periodi birthplace was less important ing of all subjects, not just'"Black Folk Then and Now,"
highly organized one.
Ghana's influence was extend- of' economic decline. Her
and "Dusk of Dawn." Francis
most)than my birth time. The Civil the trades."
The - territory was divided ed in all directions.
L. Broderick says this about
fertile lands turned into des- War had closed but three years
, During the early part of the
!earlier and 1868 was the first 2ml .century. industrialist like DuBois. -One cannot say that
Itime as a mass took part in Andrew Carnegie, were be- the Negro's progress since 1903
Government • . . It was an ex. coming very concerned about is a result of DuBois' agitation
traordmary e x p enment in the disagreement among Ne- — DuBois' idea belonged to
others as well, and many
Democracy."
igro leaders. A meeting was forces
other than agitation
William Edward Burghardt planned with the purpose of have contributed to the NeDuBois' father deserted his reaching a settlement. DuBois gro's advance in SO years.
Stailite Revue 1968 .
[June 291
Net Proceeds $24,000
family. He did not suffer the and Washington were invited, But it is fair to say that Duslavery or the but Washington attempted to Bois in these years pointed
indignity of
Goodwill Revue 1968 [Nov. 301
8,527
Net Proceeds
pressures of living in a small control the meeting and the the way for the Negro, . . . by
southern town. During his effort failed.
steady refusal to accept or to
school his teach- Due to the failure DuBois allow the Negro to,accept less
high
years
in
Total 119681. .
Net Proceeds $32,527
er recognized the abilities Du- called a meeting in Ontario, than his full rights as an AmerBois possessed for learning. Canada. The purpose theme of ican."
One of DuBois' teachers sug- the meeting was "Aggressive, William
Edward Burghardt
gested that he take the col- Action on the Part of men who DuBois
died in the African
in
Believe
in
preparatory
course
Negro
lege
Freedom
and
Expenditures from May 31 — Nov. 30, 1968
Country of Ghana on August
Growth." The men met in a 22,
high school.
1963 at the age of 95, a
small town on Niagara Falls
Many of the towns people on January 31, 1906. and the literary critic said this of him,
recognized DuBois' ability and meeting came to be known as "The career of W. E. B. DuDixie Homes Boys Club
S10,000.00
Bois will reflect a light across
helped him
pay his way the "Niagara
Goodwill Boys Club (Walker)
Movement.' the memory
5,000.00
of man as long
through high school.
Goodwill Homes for Children
This movement became an as man seeks and reverses
6,700.00
During his junior year in important part of the history the ideals of justice and liberBaseball
9,671.00
came' of the whole civil rights move- ty, of the intelligence and
DuBois
school
high
Scholarships
2,806.00
Vineyard,' ment.
across
M a rtha's
beauty."
Busses (Crippled Children)
803.00
where a celebration was being!
Wisconsin School (Parent Program)
410.00
held by a group of Negroes.'
F.F.A. Prizes
156.00
Never in his life had he seen!
Police Athletic Program (Trophies)
224.00
so many black people, this inspired DuBois' racial pride and
2 Wheel Chairs
158.00
stimulated his interest in his
Total spent since May 31st
'black heritage.
535,928.00
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LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
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MONEY TO LOAN
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The Goodwill Fund [in 19681 spent $3,401 MORE than it received .
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Make it an Old Forester kind of party.
It brings people together.

During his senior year in
high school he contributed
small items to a New York
;Negro newspaper "The Globe."
"These articles dealt with social activities of Great Barrington's Negroes.

ia-is t•.
aweise*,t

DuBois was at Harvard,
when Harvard had some of its
greatest professors. He became
the favorite pupil of many of
these professors. In 1890 Du, Bois received his bachelor's
degree from Harvard. Due to
his exceptional oratorial gifts
he was chosen as one of the
commencement speakers. The
subject of his oration was "Jefferson Davis, President of the
Southern Confederacy."
DuBcis stayed at Harvard
' two more years and received
his doctorate degree in history
and political science; his doe
tonal thesis was on "The Su•
pression of the African Sla(e
Trade." He Went to the Cm
yersity of Berlin for further
study.
For two years DuBois taught
at Wilberforce where he met
his wife.
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DuBois entered Fisk as a
sophomore, and during his stay
his knowledge of the racial
problems became more profound. Daily he read about the
, violence directed against blacks
and the worst of this violence;
ended in murder and lynchings.
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Join famous Sportscaster
Jack Drees at Florida's beautiful
Tropical Park for five complete
thoroughbred races every week
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hundreds of BIG CASH PRIZES
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show, get your FREE Game
Card at: BIG STAR TODAY.
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DuBois graduated in June
.1884 and his mother died that,
fall. He was the first Negro to
graduate from his school. He
received a scholarship to Fisk
University in Nashville, Tennessee. ..

He had very little social life
on Harvard's campus. Most of
his friends were among the
blacks of Boston.
„
-„„ s•

Equ;pped as follows:

•

, There were good aspects to
'his education and one was his
personal contact with dedicated northern teachers. This
!contact proved beneficial and
! inspiring. He graduated from
Fisk in 1888. During summer
vacation DuBois taught at
rural schools in Tennessee,
with the money he made, he;
! fulfilled a life long dream of;
going to Harvard University, I
I In the fall 1888 he entered
Harvard.
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fumes and other fabulous et The Rev. C. L. FraakIIB waif
ceteras.
here over the weekend for the
Other Queens in addition to Baptist Tea at the Auditorium
the offieers are Clara Mier and for a meeting of the local
steering committee of the laand Joyce Weddington.
Mary Helen Exelle feted her termational Afro Musical and
VIP bridge cohorts at her Cultural Foundation, Inc., at
home and served them soul the home of the Rev. and Mrs.'
food to begin the year right Samuel Billy Kyles. More
amidst the New Year decora- about this later.
tions.
Looking saucy in the hats C.O.M.E. is making plans to
MARY A. PATRICK
RENA PATRICK
and blowing the horns as they honor the memory of Dr.
won prizes were Marie Jor- King, Good Friday. As time .
dan, claiming a useful bedrest goes on, we'll let you know'
•
pillow; Emma Jean Stotts, a more about this also.
Sisters
delicate and pretty snack set,
and Vera Smith an electric As always it is such a plea- Mr. and Mrs. West Patrick phis.
Anthony McHarty, son of Mr. from Father Bertrand High
sure to worship at Middle Bapclock.
of 1499 Rayner st., have an- Miss Patrick was graduated and Mrs. Frank Williams of School and is presently a stutist
Church
which
is
pastored
ERMA LEE LAWS
the
Other VIPs enjoying
nounced the engagement and from Hamilton High School and Memphis.
dent at Tennessee State Unievening were Joyce Wedding- by the dynamic Rev. Benja- forthcoming marriage of their is now a student at Tennessee
Mr.
McHarty
%vast
graduated
versity.
min L. Hooks. His brother,
daughters, Misses Rena Pa- A&I State University in NashBy ERMA LEE LAWS
This was the topic of the con-;ton, Velma Lois Jones, Ber- Raymond
Hooks,
was
among
trick and Mary Alice Patrick. ville.
versation when Doris Walls nice Fowler, Valtina Robinson,
"Come, let us reason to- and Gloria Ward, were co-host-!Faye Lewis along with guests the visitors at the church.
The two will be wed in a , Mr. Childress is a graduate
gether." Isaiah.
esses to the femmes at Gloria's Doris Ray, the winner of a set We were so sorry to hear
double wedding to take place of Manassas High School, atGreene
Bertha
and
of
glasses,
...The Ancient
These words sounded the home on Dunmoor. Here they Charlene Turner also winning of the death of our cohort on Saturday, Feb. 15, at Mon- tended Tennessee State UniJewel Hulbert's father, of Lit- umental Baptist Church with versity, and is
clarion call of W. D. Galbreath satisfied themselves on Cornish an electric clock.
now in the U.S.
African Beauty
as he assumed the presidency hens with wild rice dressing, Meandering. . .How happy tle Rock. Mr. Gentry, a former the Rev. Samuel B. Kyles, Army stationed at Fort Bragg,
If the Memphis Area Cham-!green pea casserole, congealed we were to help our grand- Chicago businessman had only,the minister, officiating.
N.C.
ber of Commerce at their an- cranberry salad, home made mother, Mrs. Mattie Laws, recently retired and return• —
100111‘`
rolls,
and
coffee
and
beverages
Miss
Rena
Patrick
is
engagMiss Mary Alice Patrick
ed to his hometown.
nual meeting and dinner last
.•••••4•
her
ninety-second
celebrate
ed to Jack Raymond Childress, was also graduated from Hamvibto
ruesday night in the Holiday of all description
birthday Thursday evening! And stopping at the new TSD
,.
fall of the Holiday Inn River- In on the plans for the show Be sure to send letters and office last week on the way son of Mrs. Fannie Carter ilton and is a student at TenShe bathed in oil and exotic perfumes... moving blackheads and smoothing largo
nont. The biblical words and which provides transportation cards to Congressman John to the Newspaper Publishers' Jackson of 1164 Saxon and nessee State University.
really an artificial beauty.Today's beauties
pores ...helps bring out your natural
Mr.
Clifford
Childress
of
MemShe
will
become
the
bride
of
are
natural. beauties with clear skin.
beauty.
he theme of the movie for blind adults to the Adult Conyers, Jr., asking that Jan- meeting in New Orleans were
exquisite complexion...and with that
Insist on the original PALMER'S "SIMI
'Which Way Memphis," should Basic Education Classes at uary 15, the birthday of the John Sengstacke, publisher
luminescent and sophisticated look. Many
SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM. Full 2 ozs,
of
or today's beauties have discovered
in an attract,* jar, only $1.00. Also evadndeed challenge the members Georgia Avenue School were late Dr. Martin Luther King, Sengstacke Publications and
creamy white PALMER'S ''SKIN SUC- able in it oz. tin.
If the Chamber and the citi- Peggy Brewer, Emma Pri- Jr., be made a national holi- Louis Martin, editor in chief of
CESS" BLEACH CREAM...the medicated
cream with that heavenly fragrance ...
LOVELIER COMPLEXION
ens of our city to bring us to- mous, these two were inter- day.
Sengstacke Publications.
"SKIM SUCCESS" CREAM, for fairer,
pive fteadtO-tOe protection with
ether in order to bring about viewed by Edward Harris on
claire,. natural.lookIng /*refiners. And
the
of "SKIN SUCCESS' SOAP, wfltho
"SIGN SUCCESS" CREAM contains the
he harmony necessary for Channel 13, last week and did
hocwachlorephene. It beauty•bathes
full official strength of ammoniated
while it fights germs that often
,rogress.
mercury, the medical ingredient often
an excellent job in portraying
aggravate perspiration odors
Parents' Night will be held
makes you sure you're nice to be
prescribed by doctors for effective skin
near. PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS"
care. This skin rneaicinie fades freckle,
at Melrose High School on
Glimpsed in the huge crowd the new breed black woman
SOAP„
removes that suntanned look, aids in re.
&ending the dinner werel and her interest and concern
Wednesday night, Jan. 22, at
Insist on the Blue and Gold Packagesl
ilifford and Lois Stockton, he's for her community, Clara
7:30 p.m.
Parker, Jewel Walker, Clara
\ssociate Director of Human
GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF FROM THE ITCHING, IRRITATION AND SCALING
lesources for the Chamber; Ford. Norma Mims, winning a l
Parents of all students who
OF PSORIASIS YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE, AND AT A LOW PRICE
ohn and Juanita Arnold, Jr. gorgeous grey mod bag at thel
made
two or more failures
THAT WILL AMAZE YOU. PALMER'S -SKIN SUCCESS" 0;NTMENT relieves the itching
Maxine
.obert Ratcliffe, Leonard and games: Hazel Sims,
and rrotstion of this ugly skin trouble. It removes the scales, dissolves the horny sin.
It is cooling and soothing. It refreshes the Mein. No matter hoe long you have suffered
(F's) in subjects are asked to
iorothy Small, Whittier A. Shipp Williams, capturing jew- 1
try PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS' OINTMENT, and get the fast blessed relief you bevel
elrys
Carolyn
King,
beverly
1
longed
for from the itching, irritation and scaltng of psoriasis.
come and pick up their report
engstacke, Jr.. Rev. Benjailn L. and Frances Hooks, Smith, and Mary Rhode's.
WICK
Ecommy sax (l% on.) ONLY 994 I
COMPASS,
cards.
torwitts Nein AMINE.
% oz. Woe anty 444.
e's president of the Mahalia Discussing pointers about the
Mrs. Ercille
Jackson
is
ackson Chicken, Inc., Robert show which will feature Afro
president of the Parent-TeachHooks, Jr., and John Jen- styles from the New Breed InPALMER'S
er Association. Floyd M. CampMahalia's; dustries in New York City were
ins, also from
bell is the principal.
arold and Tillie Whalum, he's Lavonia Deberry, Lorene Bumember of the Board of Di- 1 ford, Ann Curtis, Betty Payne,
PVT. DeGRAFFENREAID
ctors of the Chamber and, Mattie Little and Helen Green.
as seated at the dais, she
as seated with the wives of Guesting with the smart
le officers; Rev. J. A. Me- group were Joan Doctor, Marianie!, the John Arnolds, the on Cole, Virginia McNeil, who
iird; and Councilman Fred claimed jewelry as her prize,
and Josephine Gordon.
avis.

Society

Merry

Will Be Wed In Rites On Feb. 15

Go-round

REMEMBER CLEOPATRA?

Melrose To Hold
1Parents' Night

I

Memphis WAG
In Oklahoma

Then Friday night there was The Queen of Hearts Bridge
Private Wanda Faye Dc.-,
nother dinner. . the Pan Hel- set met in the beautiful new
Graffenreaid,
daughter of Mrs..
mic Council held its dinner at split level home of Emma Jean
DeGraffenreaid of 1530'
Emma
le Living Room where Mrs. Turner for election of officers.
N. Trezevant st., and Mr.
harle P. Roland of the Sigma The entire slate was re-elected,
George DeGraffenreaid. ha,
amma Rho Sorority and the and again serving as president
returned to duty at Fort Sill.
es/. Ezekiel Bell, member of will be Naomi Gochett, Emma
Okla., after three weeks leave
hi Beta Sigma Fraternity Jean
Stotts,
vice-president;1
for the Christmas holidays.
GLORIA
WESTBROOKS
ere named "Co-Greeks of the Mollie
McCright. secretary;'
ear." Judges were Mr s. Martha Whitney, corresponding
Miss DeGraffenreaid, a memharles (Wilhelmein) Thomp- secretary; Gwendolyn Isabel,
ber of the Womens Army
in, Willie Tom Miles and Er- treasurer: Doris Walls, reportCorps, is on her first duty
st
Withers.
,er and Barbara Knowles, parassignment after completing
liamentarian.
eight weeks of special training
Clubs. .. We forecast a tre-,
at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
lendous success for the Ru-i Also on the agenda was the
aiyats, Inc. with their "Trans-exchanging of gifts where the
She is a 1968 graduate of
a '69," benefit fashion showgirls were very pleasantly surManassas High School, was
hich is slated for February prised to receive such treaMr. and
Mrs. Alphonsoment of their daughter, Miss a member of the Teen Choir
in the Skyway of the Shera- sures as blouses, hoe slip- Westbrooks, Sr., of 1045 Lat- Gloria Ann Westbrooks, to Al- and belongs to the St. James
on-Peabody Hotel.
Ipers, sweaters, handsome bags ham st., announce the engage- fred Moore son of Mr and A. M. E. Church.
Mrs. John Moore, Sr., of 1932,
Clovia Lane.
The bride-elect was graduated from Booker T. Washington
Higll School and received her
bachelor of arts degree from
INC.
BY
Lane College in Jackson, Tenn.
A member of Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority, she is a teacher
at the Ford Road Elementary
School.
Mr. Moore was graduated
•••• from Mt. Pisgah High School
at Cordova, Tenn., and was
graduated Cum Laude with
a bachelor of arts degree from
Rust College
at Holly
Springs, Miss.
He received a master's degree in economics from Atlanta University, He is a mem•• ber of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
••
Mr. Moore is presently a
member of the faculty of Rust
College.
An early spring wedding is
planned at the Temple Church
of God in Christ at 672 S. Lau•••• derdale.

NIGHTand DAV

Teacher Is Planning
Early Spring Wedding

MORE UPER SOUL MUSIC

wrra MEMPHIS

Build
Black
Pride'

Mon Claire

14 No. Main Court 527-3619

SUPER SOUL"DM

Wirtz Kid
7,00 P.M. re 12,00 A .M.

Cot Doddie
12: A. M.to 6:A.M.

Al Perkins
7:00 P.M.

AO/logy F. Davis
9:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.

3.00 P.M. No

100% Human Hair

All Prices Have Been Cut

49.95 Long Semi Hand made Wig... 43.95
59.95 Hand Made Stretch Wig•••••• 49.95

00

WIN

S5

49.95 Hand Made Wig ............39,95

NOTHING TO BUY!

39.95 Long Fall•••••••••••••••••• 24.95

14.95 Wiglets ••••••••••••••••••..8.95
EXPERT STYLING $3.50
"ATTENTION MEN"
Come in and see our new

selection of:

Mustache, Beard, Sideburns and Afro Wigs
ladies, See The Afro Bush Wig
Only *19.95
We Honor
& RANK AMERICA!"

MASTER CHARGE

:•*.•

22 Male Choruses
Will Participate
At Trinity CME
Some 22 male choruses from
throughout the city have been
invited to participate in the annual Male Chorus Day program at the Trinity CME
Church next Sunday, Jan. 26 at
3 p. m. The public is invited.
The male chorus will be
celebrating its fourteenth anuniversity, and enjoyable program is promised for the day.
M. R. Davis is president of
the Trinity Male chorus. Moses
Bridges secretary, Mrs. Imogene U. Hill pianist and directress, and M. T Smith in
charge of publicity.
The Rev. WilEam Smith is
pastor of the church.

It's Fun

It's Exciting
It's Free
Get Full Details At The
Lucky Foods Store In
Your Neighborhood.

"CROSSWORD" PRIZES
SPELL
WIN
treasure
1500
hundred.
$100
twenty....
$ 20
eleven.
t 11
five
$ 5
one.
$ 1
prize
100 Quality Stomas

SHOP...

GET YOUR "CROSSWORD" CARD NOW
AT YOUR LUCKY FOODS STORE
Se. I — 3471 Poplar of Highland
No.2.. 1471 Florida'at Parkway

No.9

2219 Florida

No. 17

4571 Quint.

No.20 — 3980 Perk -Avenue
No.,26

5201 Highway 61 So

No.6 -.661 Chelsea

No30 — 1478 National
No.11 1506 East Broadway
(Wert Memphis)
3,352 Johnson

No.27

1693 Lauderdale

No.7 — 452 East Shelby Drive

No.14

4701 Highway 51 So

No.43 — 279 Exchange

No, 8

No.15

2481 Dwight Road

No.48

No.4

549 Set,* Parkway East

4280 Macon Rood

2458 Cholsoa Avenu•

3
4
3

3

in

1

a
.

410.
4114.

1 111,, .11i:
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-Beauticians
Making Plans

Black Dentist Seek More Poor Aid

For State Meet

NDA Says
e icai
Is Wrong

The forthcoming State Con_vention to be held in Memphis
this fall was discussed when
.the Beauticians Excelsior Chapter met at the Sarah H. Brown
branch of the YWCA on Dec.
15.
The chapter donated six
baskets of food to the needy
at Christmas, and exchanged
gifts with secret pals.
- On New Year's Day, the an-.dual Christmas Patty w a s
rgiven at the home of Mr. and
yrs. Elias Williams of 1942
rospect at., and gifts were

•

•

the benefits promised and *led income levels above un- tists in policy-making positions
more realistic basis of cost to realistic Federal limits must relating to health care. In
be established in proportion assume full responsibility for some states, Negro professionwith the latent dental needs this cost. The proposed Long 'als have not been informed of
that exist among the poor.
Amendment in the U. S. Sen- the existence of Federally sup6. The termination of all ate would reduce by 50 percent' ported state programs. Black
legislation proposed to suppress,the funds granted to states for professionals should be made
,the intermediaries and play a
or curtail in any way the ad- the medically indigent.
vantages of Title XIX for the In the black communities, major role in the planning and
poor.
Dr. Webb saia there is an implementation of the proscarcity of black den- gram.
alarming
7. A pooling of the resources

of private and public secte:s to —
WASHINGTON — The pre- ( provide quality care for the
National poor. Private health insurance
dominantly
Negro
Dental Association has called i and professional organizations,
for a seven-point program to in cooperation with the Deimplement and strengthen the partment of Health, Education
provisions of Title XIX of the and Welfare should develop
1965 Social Security Act, com- plans for the implementation
and effective evaluation of the
monly known as Medical,
4xchanged.
togs tf the Department of delivery of high quality dental
— Members present for the!
Health, Education and Welfare, care through a prepaid me- ,
.party were Mrs. Geneva WilSALISBURY, N. C. — Liv- Church.
Dr. Harvey Webb Jr., Chair- chanism.
liams, Mrs. Priscilla Burke,1
Mrs. Amanda Webster, Mrs.
man of the Legislation Com- To back up these proposals, ingstone College has elected a
Bishop Walls said the newly_Frances Walker, Mrs, Ester
mittee of the NDA, said that Dr. Webb pointed out that: new president. He is Dr. F.. elected president would proVoviagton and Mrs. Olivia Ircrippling amendments to the oral diseases have a direct as- George Shipman, 51, current" bably not be able to take over
viii. Mrs. Margaret Williams
provision are seriously impair- sociation with family income head of the Department of Ed- the reigns of the college fully
general chairman of the observance. Mrs. ing the program of oral and
CITATIONS I- OR THREE — Citations were
Is president.
and education. The lower the ucation at North Carolina Col- until late this spring.
Elnora Townsend, loyal daughter ruler of medical care to the underpripresented to these three by Col. George
Mrs. Jessie Mae Henderson
family
income and education- lege, Durham, N. C.
A native of Clarkton N. C.
the Council of West Tennessee, and Mrs. vileged, and that this is partiW. Lee during the Emancipation Procla-was absent on account of 111al
level,
the less dental treat- The announcement was made he graduated from Centr al
Frank Scott, director of the Junior Daugh- cularly hard on poor blacks.
mation Day service on New Year's Day.
)ess and missed the gala afment is received. ,
by Bishop W. J. Walls, chair-,
School in nearby Elizater Elks. (Clifford Banks Photo)
From left are Mrs. Valois Perry, daughter
-fair.
He charged that the Federal The most severe oral disease man of the college's Board of High
received the A. B. deand
beth
Lee,
Col.
4ruler of the Hattie Lee Temple;
government appears to be are found among the poor, the Trustees, following a meetLivingstone College
more concerned with the fis- aged and deprived. Caries are ing of the Board in New York! gree from
received the M. A.
He
1939.
in
house, Morris Brown and Spel- cal mechanism of funding than rampant in young children and City.
degree from Boston University
the
quantity
and
quality
of
tooth loss is early. Moreover, Bishop Walls declared, 'we in.1952 and the Doctor of Eduman — will join in a program
service rendered.
the oral diseases are very of- have elected one of the finest cation degree from George
in which students will receive
The recommendations which ten the common cause of
degrees from both the mostly- the association proposes were spreading infection throughout men in the educalional arena Peabody College for Teachers,
.and we have every right to Nashville, Tenn., in 1961.
Negro, and also the mostly- listed by Dr. Webb as follows: the body and chronic ailments. believe that he will continue
Dr. Shipman taught English
white school, when they gradu- 1. The establishment of a Na- Dr Webb called the
the intellectual, moral and retional Poverty Level that is re- sions under the Title XIX of ligious development of the and French for a year at
When talk turns to the world matter how far out of the way ate.
". The Marie Baker Service
Washington High School in
Club held its holiday affairat of tomorrow, it usually turns they have to travel. The net- On the agenda of the dual alistic in the various states the Social Security Act a "ci college."
Clarkton
and served as princitime
and
vie
right"
and
not
territories where the needs
just a prithe home of Mrs. Ethel Wynn to computers. But computers work takes advantage of
arrangement, students will atvilege of the affluent. He Dr. Shipman succeeds Dr. pal for eight years in eastern
and enjoyed a covered dish are really very mu -e a part differences and facilities that tend one of the predominatly are greatest.
Samuel E. Duncan, progressive North Carolina, including a
menu.
of today's world. Ueewingly, are temporarily idle.
Negro colleges for three years 2. Dental care should be in- charged that Medical has not
kept
faith
with
the
people in administrator who died last year at Branch High School
The members surprised each millions of Americans, includand then will transfer to Geor- cluded as a mandatory requireJuly 10 of a heart attack. He in Lumberton, five years at
other with gifts, and presented ing local residents, use the
gia Institute of Technology for ment for state participation in this regard
will become the sixth president South side High School in RowUnder
the
multiple
variations
a gift of money to Lee Cun- world's largest computer every
two additional years.
Title XIX and an order to prioof
the church-related institution land, and two years at Dillard
in
state
and
local
governments,
ningham, the blind tenor who day.
Students will then receive rity should be established.
sponsored by the AME Zion High School in Goldsboro.
states
are
allowed
the
Option
of
is now paralyzed.
3.
The
National
Dental AsAccording to C. E. McCrary,
either bachelor of arts or
accepting or rejecting Title
Mrs. Ruby Biles was hostess
local manager of South Cenbachelor of science degrees sociation should be officially XIX, while the poor of
the
to the group for the first meetdesignated
as
the
organ
for
from the Negro school and fintral Bell, ninety-one per cent
state suffer. A congressional
Lug of the year in her home, of
nation's 100 million
ally a bachelor of engineering implementation of government amendment in 1967 revised the
the
and Mrs. Nell Osborne the
dental programs in piedominn eluding those
degree from Georgia Tech.
open-ended reimbursement forpresident, in charge of the telephones, i
world's ATLANTA, Ga. — A new
Eighty-five students will be antly Negro ghettos and rur- mula of Title XIX, so that
are
tied
into
the
here,
business session. The members
integra- havolved in the project during al areas.
in
the
Direct
dimension
computer-the
largest
federal funds would not bel
were informed of the clubtion of state-operated predom- the years.
4. The adoption of direct available to families whose inanniversary
house
Sunday, Distance Dialing network.
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
The Olin Mathieson Chari- liason through the NDA with come exceeds certain percenJan. 18, and committees ap- Sometimes called "the in- inantly white colleges and Necredible machine," the DDD gro students who attend black table Trust last week announz- Negro dentists and black com- tages of the amount paid to a
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
pointed for the project.
Members present were Mrs. network is programmed to get colleges which do not offer ed the grant of $265,000 for the munities to expedite the de- family of the same size under
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
which
will entail livery of dental care and to the aid to dependent children
Linnie Johnson, Mrs. Sara calls to their distination, no degrees in fields in which they program
become
interested
may
later
evaluate
the
quality
of
dental
MONEY LOANED
cross-enrollments, scholarships,
Carr, Mrs. Maggie Newsom,
program.
and programmed efforts to en- services rendered.
Reola
Howard, Mrs. Jeffries, Mrs. Anna Qwen, is being probed here.
Through t his restriction.
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
Alma Soni, Mrs. Elizabeth Miss B. C. Lenoir, reporter, Georgia Institute of Techno- tice high-school students from
5. Revision of the present states that make an effort to
Harris. Mrs. Hattie Marable,l and a guest, Mrs. Mary A. logy and four predominantly- low-income areas to become program to close the gap be- mprove the health care of the
176 & 173 BEAL STREET JA 643001
Mrs. Ethel Wynn, Mrs. LillielRobinson.
Negro colleges —Clark, More- involved in the program.
tween allotment of funds and poor by setting medically need-

:Marie Baker
-Service Club
Holds Meet

Dr.Shipman Named
Livingstone Prexy

Direct Dialing Uses
The Largest Computer

a.Colleges
n iNew an

A

ATHAN'S
1
LOAN UFFICE

•

wiTaromensimpormai

•

ANNOUNCING

2
5

THE GRAND OPENING OF MEMPHIS' NEWEST,
MOST MODERN AMERICAN MOTORS DEALERSHIP!

Ambassador AMERICAN
7PMOTORS
44-Rambler Sales, Inc.
3270 HIGHWAY 51 SO. - WHITEHAVEN - PHONE 332-7610
OPEN SUNDAYS 1 P.M. TILL 6 P.M.

25

*

CASH
AWARD

. FREE
BALLOONS
FOR THE KIDS!

To A Lucky Purchaser Of A New Car

Service Department Open
MON. - FRI. SAT.

Or Quality Used Car
Purchased Any Time This Month From

Our Lot Or Showroom!

FREE
PRIZES!

Till 1P.M.
1969 RAMBLER ROGUE
2-Door Hardtop

FREE RECORDS GIVEN AWAY

SEE AMERICAN MOTOR'S COMPLETE LINE OF EXCITING AMBASSADORS, REBELS, JAVELINS, RAMBLERS & AMX.
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GOOD TEACHER

SPORTS
HORIZON

NEW YORK (UPI)
Jim
Lee Howell was not only an encellent coach during his 19541900 tenure with the New York
football Giants out a tine
teacher as well. A total of 18
former players and coaching
aides are now mentors in the
National Football League. The
list includes our head coaches.
Vince Lombardi, now retired
as the Green Bay Packers head
coach, also was an assistant
under Howell now the Giants
personnel directot.

By BILL HAYES

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get More Dealer!

.-zieF!SHER

1925 UNION AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444

TULSA THIS TIME
It was Cheatham's basket
The Memphis State Tigers which beat Memphis State in
were back on the hardwood last Saturday afternoon's telelast week after the late second vised game but the overall
loss to St. Louis in their last damage inflicted by Tulsa was
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
outing the previous week. The principally from some torrid
Tigers got on the right track second half shooting by Smith.
The Tr -State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
with an impressive 74-54 win A cut eye and some close deRUSSELL REXALL DRUG
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
over Loyola of New Orleans fensive work turned in by
KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
Chelsea
2445
387 Leath
GROCERY
last Thursday in the Mid-South Douglas held Bobby's scoring
SILVER STAR
GROCERY
ALDALE
CASH
129?
Lauderdale
Coliseum.
down to only four. Except for
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
862 Wellington
Kz.ONDYKE FOOD
178W. Mitchell Rd.
527-8150
Then it was off to Tulsa to Rob Washington's shooting to
CENTER
SUBURBAN DRUG
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
face the Golden Hurricane, the take up the slack, Memphis
1287 Vollentine
752 E. McL•mor•
State's
34-18
halftime
lead
Chelsea
:1092
Missouri
Valley
Conference
276.9509
948-4576
Fresh Meats & Veg.
leader. Nobody gave MSU would have been greater. Smith
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
Pr•s. & Del. Service.
2547 Broad Avenue
much of a chance to pull off ended the night with 26 big tab
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
SUAREZ PHARMACY
lies.
BELL'S
SUNDRY
an upset. However, as in the
1293 Vollentin•
1046 Thomas
943 Lauderdale
272-3112
A cold spell at the beginning
past against the MVC's bet525-8811 — 526.9727
526.9940
Free Delivery
ter clubs, the Tigers registered of the second half got Tulsa
Pr•scriptions & Drugs
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
another heart-tingling perform- back close to the Tigers, and
L & H SUNDRY
STROZIER DRUGS
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
142 Silverage
ance. Unfortunately the results it was nip and tuck the rest of
2192 Chelsea
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
276.2588
were the same when a last the way. The Tigers got oven1140 Coll•ge
McGOWEN SUNDRY
Pres. & D.I. Servic•
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
minute tip-in by Tulsa's Larry jubilant when John Gay con349 Vance
SHOP
SMITH SUNDRY
Cheatham gave the Golden verted a steal into a basket
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
550 Vance
1447 Florida
Hurricane a 70-69 victory. Of which gave MSU a 69-68 lead
2037 Boyle Avenue
EWING ESSO SERVICE
SMITH'S TEXACO
the six losses suffered by MSU in the final 26 seconds.
STATION
MODEL LAUNDRY
SERVICE STATION
in the Valley, five have been Tulsa came back down the
867 Mississippi
204 W. Brooks
337 Mitchell Road
of the heart-stopping variety. floor, and when Smith couldn't
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
NEWS
MART
AVE. SUNDRY
TRIGG
31 99 Ford Road
Against Loyola State did two get off a shot after being douMagazines & Newspapers
455 E. Trigg
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
Larry
—
right:
This
MAGICIANS
left
Kweling,
to
WilNo.
left
2
ing,
to
right:
things real well — pass the ble teamed, Cheatham. 6-9, got
All Out of Town N•ws•
1101 Firestone
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
Crawford from Capleyille,
sextet rounds out LeMoyne
lie Parks from Woodstock,
papers
ball for the good shot against up high to tap in Ron Carson's
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
303 Vance
10 N. Main
Leroy LeFlore from CarZeb Thomas of PhiladelOwen (' o liege's 13-man
the enemy zone and defensive errant shot with 11 seconds
2533 Pork Ave.
526.9648
VIC'S SUNDRIES
phia, Pa., and T. W. Havs•
basketball squad and backs
thage, Miss., and Samuel
ace Dave Loos was so tight on left. Joe Proctor, who is regu324-9322
3013 Johnson Avenue
ORIOLE DRUG
slett from Manassas. standup the seven regulars.
Bachelor from Cincinnati.
GOSS PHARMACY
the Wolfpack's Charley Powell larly getting the call to try
1 014 Mississippi
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
448 Walker Av•nue
that his final point total show- important last shots for Moe
942.171 2
WADLINGTON
GRILL
HAWKINS
ed only seven, which is far un- Iba's Tigers, dribbled down
ConPreis. & Del. Service
Athletic
Intercollegiate
251 E. McL•mor•
1 247 E. McLemore
g.
der his season average. The court and let go with a 30 footPOST OFFICE ference.
J. B. SUNDRY
WARES SUPERMARKET
er
which
hit
the
rimand
boundTigers caught fire just before
BEALE BRANCH
615 Vanc• Av•nue
226 W. Brooks Road
with
up
came
Magicians
The
the end of the first half and ed away.
PANTAZE DRUG #2
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
WORLD NEWS CO.
209 Beale
took a 37-28 lead into the dress- All the Tigers have to preseven sparkling performers In
1 560 S. Parkway E.
Newspapers & Magazines
PROSPECT REXALL
ing room.
Jackie Robinson, Edward Hospare for now is the Cincinnati
JEFFERSON GROCERY
From All Towns
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
James Douglas was the big Bearcats who were picked as
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
kins, Willie Taylor, William
115 Monroe Avenue
SUNDRY
ROYAL
offensive gun with 25 points.'co-favorites in pre-season polls. The high-scoring Magicians of Normal in Bruce Hall. Game Meggett, Herbert Carter, LeJIFFY SUNDRY
.526-9920
2495 Carnes
LENOW SUNDRY
2509 Park Avenue
Rich Jones, the MSU leading'The Tigers travel to Cincy for of LeMoyne•Owen College will time is 8 o'clock.
Roy LeFlore and Jerry Dover.
stand
five-game
begin
home
a
2086 CII•I si0
452-3101
The Magicians will be seekscorer on the season, gave sup- a game tonight and the BearPHARMACY
ROSEWOOD
LINCOLN SUNDRY
Robinson was high scorer
Speedy Delivery
port with 12 along with Tom cats return the game next Sat- Saturday night, Jan. 25, when ing revenge when they take on
1 918 Lauderdale
652 Richmond
against Benedict with the
PARK
Alabama
KWICK
DRIVE
they
A
INN
host
GRO.
and
M
.
WELLINGTON
ST. SUNDRY
Quast's 13. Douglas had a urday night in the Mid-South
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was gigantic when you check collegian. The 6-8 former record. The decisions were which will be the last in Bruce 6.
281 W. Mitchell
Rebounding aces for Lethe 24.2 scoring average the Mitchell Road star has been over Benedict and Morehouse Hall this season, will throw
Baton Rouge, La. native was up and down this year being; with the setbacks being ad- Coach Jerry Johnson's Le- Moyne were Taylor and Hossporting coming into the game benched on one occasion for ministered by Bethune-Cook- Moyne-Owen charges against kins.
with MSU. Powell is well re- indifferent play by Coach Tay
Christian Brothers. Monday.
membered here by fans and Baker. Roberson will probably The Dillard contest was . al Jan. 27; Bethune-Cookman of
by the Tigers who watched get the assignment to guard
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at
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have just returned from a twoOAS & DIESEL
Peaches 240
vr— mameammo Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local. truck leasing company has openings for MeSacramento 3 Limit
READ MY STRANGE STORY. WHAT PRAYER AND REV.
chanics
who want steady employment in large, roomy shop. Pear
COSTONIE DID FOR ME, SAYS:
Good,working Conditions, CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687. Halves
MRS. BESSIE JOHNSON
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
866 E. 39th ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
Jackson Lemon
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
I am supposed to be dead. My
Twin Pet 8 Limit 15 oz.

Magicians Will Host
Alabama On Saturday

OPEN 24 HOURS
A DAY
•CLOSED SUNDAY

4,weeect"

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

SOUTH-1231 E. SHELBY ORIVE (WHITEHAVEN)
EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN -1610 MADISON

16 oz. 250
4 for

husband spent all his earnings
trying to get me well. I was bent
double with pain. We come from
Pine Bluff, Arkansas, to Chicago
to see REV. COSTONIE. He is
well known in Arkansas. REV.
COSTONIE prayed for me several
times and gave me a set of pray.
Cr, to read. He instructed me
how to make prayer work. In three
days he predicted a strange thing
would happen to me.
In three days, as Ire had predicted something strange did happen; a horrible object passed
from my body — it frightened me
so I fainted. All pain left me — I ,
could walk upright once again.
Prayer really changes things and
REV. COSTONIE is a wise man and a God sent mon.
People with problems should see this marvelous minister. Call
now for on appointment at WA 4-4969. Or if you live too for, write
to him at 927 East 47th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60653.

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
wswing

Good
For

FREE
VALUABLECOUPON
$4.50
BAND AND LINKAGE ADJUSTMENT
AS REOUIRED
Three

Days Only

January 21-22-23

AAMCO Transmissions

85 NO. Fourth

Street

525-3776

Dog Food 250
Comstock Peach 21 oz.
PieFilling490
Maxwell House

Slab

Bacon
Sliced Per Lb.510
Piece Per Lb.470

2Iimit 10oz.
Southern Belle

COFFEE

1.15
Ocean Spray Strained

Cranberry
!Sauce

Shank Portion450

Tommy Grant

1

SEE
TOMMY GRANT
FOR YOUR
TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS
Tommy Grant, one of Memphis' outstanding salesmen, wishes to express his appreciation and thanks
to his many friends and customers. He invites YOU
to come see him...You'll Go First Class...All the Way!
Neu.

Cars! Used Cars!
Trucks Joe!

16

01. 25$

Peanut

1968
DEMONSTRATORS

Over 20 1968 Impala 2-door
Hardtops with air conditioning crid power options
Low mileage ond under

Impala and Caprice Hordtops and Sedans...most
with air conditioning and
other wanted options.
Crept buys her&

Vionority.

Crackers

Per Lb

490

12 oz. 390

PICKLES
Pilsbury or Ballard
Extra Light 8 or.

24 or.

Swifts

43*

Chill/W Beans
3 Limit

for
470

24 er. 390

CRISCO or
WESSON OIL

VEG.

SHORTENING
& OIL

•1111

Fred Montesi
Eggs
Bush Cut Green

Large
—
doz.550E--'

14 1 2 or. 3301

4801 250
CRISCO

VEG. SHORTENING 3Ib

Can 190

Foil

Diamond
12x25

190;

Fred MontesiSandwich Loaf 24 or.
Bread 3Iimit
190'
Kraft BAR -B1
Sauce 18 oz.374P
GLAD
Sandwich
Bags 80count 290
FRED MONTES
--YES, SHORTENING
CRISCO OR WESSON OIL 48oz. 25i
0, CRISCO VEG. SHORTENING
31b. can 19t

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchas•
excluding value of cotipan rnerchandiu(fripsis
milli products and tobacco also •xclvded In
compliance with state low). Coupon expires
r,00n, Wed., Januory29th
Anti.Freitz putchase not included in coupon
redemption.
ONF COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK

CRE6IT APPROVEC BY PHONE BANK FINANCING

ONION
1200 MAR
324-3611

LUCKS

Seasoned

Vng•t•blos
Great Northern
Beans

Speckled
Sutter 11•600
Crouder
P•as

Turnip
Ore•ns

CHEVROLET

11 or. Cans

••••1
Law ull

16 oz. 350
r.=
Grade A

Sausage

Heinz

`
0
'

Asparagus

Butter

Sweet

Cookies
16 or. 4
--Sunshine
Graham

Smoked

Peter Pan

Biscuits
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

Smoked
Ham
Butt Portion 580

Jumbo

2for 390

Frisk
BEEF

HAMBURGER

lb. 490
45c

GribMonr ke g lb

1340

mi••

%0 Os se, willa

NIGHTand DAY

"Should some of Jackie's
extraordinary fashion for mature men's fashions." (But
can he afford to buy a new suit
or two?)...
Q & A — I've read that ties
and handkerchiefs should not
match. Is this correct? It's
purely a matter of taste. One
of today's biggest selling fashions has matching shirt, tie
and handkerchief. The best
rule, however, we think, is to
have the tie and handkerchief
blend, rather than match.
ODD ITEMS: It's Men's
Turn — Hollywood's Ross Hunter has been widely hailed for
his practice of spending unlimited sums to dress his
feminine stars, and he feels
that the male stars have been
neglected. He has the desire
and he'll have the opportunity
to change this in his next production, "Airport" — and it
may mark a whole new trend...
Best-Dressed Golfer — At
recent Hawaiian International
Open, Doug Sanders changed
his wardrobe color every day,
that includes shirt, pants gloves
shoes, socks and golf bag'
Strange Names — There are
some odd names among the
boutiques for men that have
sprung up in New York— and
in fact, all over the country:
How about "Stone The Crows",
"The Naked Grape", "Experiment One", "High Gear", "The
Conspiracy", "T he
Latest
Rage'?...Word to Single Girls—
Men born under Leo will
pay a lot of attention to what
you're wearing so, if you're
interested, always look your
best!

Report On
Onassis Is
Exciting

WOKS Radio Station. This
very popular program has been
in existence for ten years and
is heard throughout the entire
Chattachoochee Valley which
is composed of several Georgia
counties.
Connecting Link L. D. Bussey, Popular Principal of the
MANLY
TAYLOR SCHOOL
and husband of Link Mary
Lee, has had a most successful year; particularly in serving as general chairman of the
UNITED NEGRO FUND of
Columbus, Georgia. The fund
went over the top with several
thousand of dollars. He was
called in on December 9th,
to present plaques to James
W. Blanchard, President of
Columbus Bank. and Trust
Company and George Gingell,
assistant to the President of
WRBL-TV and Radio.

Columbus Links In
Activities Resume

LOMA SPIN A SPICE rack was introduced at the Golden
Exhibit et Housewares recently.

COLUMBUS, Ga — The
an exColumbus Links. had
tensive, interesting and rewarding program for the year
ending December 31, 1968.
President Laura Mae Strickland has been elected delegate
to the Regional Meet in Charlotte, N. C., for the year 1969.
The most outstanding proposed activity for the year was
an effort made by the group
to establish a YWCA in Columbus. This is a long range program which must be worked
upon for sometime and necessitates the efforts and help of
all the citizens of the community. It is hoped that the community will join us in this vital
and most needed endeavor.
As a community project, now,
far on its way and one which
has wound itself into many
hearts of the community for
years, the COLUMBUS LINKS
continue to give most conspicious aide in every' phase of its
activities, THE- FIFTH
AVENUE COMMUNITY CENfor youth and young
There's an old geezer, who, just like Old Man River, "just keeps rolling TER
adults. Young people of this
community have been and are
along," when it would be better for us all if he'd hurry and roll on out.
being helped both materially
and financially. Members of
— the Links, Inc., have contributed more than five hundred
($500.00) dollars in cash donation for 1968. Materially
the members of the organization have given, to all monthly
activities, volunteer service as
well as money, also a sewing
maching, a new sign for the
front of the building, toys,
games, magazines and foods.
T h e membership children
have been given the opportunity of seeing cultural programs
at the Three Arts Theater and
the Springer Opera House
through tickets donated from
Link Members.
Each Link Agenda carries,
to some degree, a social as
pect. However, the outstanding activity of the year was
a fabulous Hawaiian Luau
given at the palatial home of
Link Alice Fowlkes during the
MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
latter part of June.
The Luau was a "way-out"
WITH MEMPHIS
activity. The festivities and
attires of all persons attending
SUPER SOUL "01'S"
Whit K d
were not only attractive but
Car
740 P M. to 12:00 A M.
most appropriate for the oc6:A.M.
casion.
The Columbus. Georgia links
Inc. finds that the organization has been honored with the
privilege of sponsoring a new
chapter on the FORT VALLEY
STATE COLLEGE Campus.
Plans are moving rapidly for
the big moment in that educational center.
It is a great pleasure to
Al Peritrns
Avery P. Davis
praise Connecting Link Gordon
3 00 P.M. ro 7 00 P
9:00 A.M. MI 140 P.M.
H. Kitchen, Executive Director, USO, Columbus, Ga. and
his wife Link Dorothy, who
conduct a Sunday afternoon
public service program over
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"Television has to start proposing viable solutions, rather
than just defining problems,"
remarks Lou Potter, executive
monthly
editor
of NET's
series "Black Journal."
"This, I think, is one of the
lasting positive benefits that
can come out of 'Black Jouranl' that we will have put before the public, ways that will
lead to some kind of solution."
Potter, speaking at a recent
"Black Journal" press conference in New York, cited a recent segment on consumer cooperatives in Southern Louisiana which has served as a model
for many grottos around the
country.
"If people in this country
don't know what poor people
are by now, than our continuing to show them is not going
to get it through any faster."
Keeping this goal in mind,
"Black Journal" will next offer a special perspective on
1969 —"The way it strikes
black America," according to
producer
executive
William
Greaves. For the program,
which will be seen Mon. Jan.
27 at 8 p.m., on Channel 10,
"Black Journal" has gathered
an imposing group of black
spokesmen.*
They
include

the death of Dr. King brought
an early — and bitter — summer.
What resulted was instead to
be a continuing series, whiich
would be "in line with time
recommendations of the PreSi•
dent's commission that more
Negro reporters and editors
are needed in braodcasting,"
according to William H. Kobin,
NET's vice-president for programming. The program's objective: "To• provide a real
alternative for the Negro viewer as well as for the white
viewer, who now, more than
every needs to know what is
going on in the black community."
"Our challenge," says Potter, "was to do something truly new and •meaningful. Not
just black faces bearing a
white
message, but black
ideals, black achievements —
a black world."
Now, six
months later,
Greaves notes a continuing
goal; that the program "should
more and more reflect the temperament and the personality
of the Afro-American community. We feel that this show
should be capable to being set
to jazz, to soul music of various
kinds, and we would like to
see a visual form emerge cinematically which will illustrate
the kinds of perceptions of life
that go on within the black
community."
Greaves is an independent
filmmaker who co-produced a
critically-acclaimed documentary for NET Journal, "still a
Brother: Inside the Negro Middle Class." He was co-host on
"Black Journal" and became
executive producer last September.
The executive editor, Lou
Potter, had previously helped
to produce "Color Us Black,"
a report on the ferment at his
Alma Mater, Howard University. His earlier experience
had been as a news editor and
producer for WCAU-TV (CBS)
in Philadelphia, promotion director for Bedford-Stuyvesant
Youth in Action, and coordinator for John Lindsay's mayoral campaign in New York.
Full-time producers on the
series are St. Clair Bourne,
Phil Burton, Ann Delaney,
Kent Garrett and Horace Jenkins. (Biographical material on
the producers if contained on
the captions for the accompanying pictures.) The series began with a staff of eight blacks
and six whites, and the ratio

Addressing himself to the future of "Black Journal." Greaves notes the importance of
extending its coverage within
the black community. "We
want to talk about the problems of some of our young men
who have been in prison .
problems of the aged . . . problems of getting more young
people into medicine, into the
various scienees and to the
professions."

The mere fact that "Black
Journal" is scheduled for at
least three more programs indicates a success that no one
dared to predict in the early
stages of preparation. Outside
money was required. And the
constructive, blac k-oriented
thurst of the series has already
led to the underwriting of at
least six programs — October
coming
this
through
1968
March. The underwriting. by
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the Polaroid Company,
and The Coca-Cola Company,
major breakrepresents a
through by a public affairs
program in the area of financial support.

of blacks has been increasing
ever since.

LOU POTTER, director of the National Educational Television show "Black Journal"

LeRoi Jones, Kathleen Cleaver, Ron Karenga, Elijah
Muhammed, Jimmy Brown,
Andrew Young, and Claude
Brown.
The remarks are often bitter
and occasionally threatening,
but the prevailing mood is one
reflected in Potter's own statement: a desire for, and confidence in, self-help (or in the
words of Karenga:
termination, self-respect, and
self-defense".)
The program centers on three
areas of black involvement:
economics, politics, and community control. Consensus feeling as expressed on "Black
Journal" is that federal programs have not worked and
that the Nixon solution will be
even less effective (historian
Richard Moore calls the concept of black capitalism "an
adjunct of white capitalism").
Thus, the feeling of a need for
self-determination echoes
throughout the program.
It is on a similar note that
"Black _Journal" was originally conceived by NET's public
affairs programming department. Before the assassination
of Martin Luther King, NET
had been planning a major
program on the cities. Then

PROSPECTIVE LOOK AT BLACK JOURNAL
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Soul Set's Soulful Fashions

•

ABOVE: Furs for men are receiving fashion honors this winter season, reports the
American Institute of Men's and Boy's
Wear. This sleek Russian marmot is stencilled in a zig-zag pattern of black a n d
brown. It receives a special award for being
first in style. It is eight-button double
breasted and shaped with a wide spread
collar and flap pockets.

LEFT: Windowpane designs are a fashion
favorite this winter season. You have seen
them in slacks and sport jackets, and now
windowpanes are featured in a spread colIar shirt with matching tie. Tie is the new
wider style.
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Orchesis At

Duke's Concert

An all girl 31-member team
of interpretive dancers and presentation of awards to outstanding individuals will highlight a
program paced by the f a m ed
Duke Ellington Orchestra i n
the Dorechester Inn on Friday,
January 24th when Gary's Muigsponorganization
withania
sors it's 'First Annual Civic
Award Concert-Dance.'
The dance team, The Orchesis, are students at Gary Roosevelt High School who were organized three years ago under
the direction of Mrs. Virgie
Washington.
Presenting a repertoire that
includes the gamut of dance interpretations from "Mod" to
semi classical, The Orche s i s
have performed on school concerts, before the Turkey Creek
Lions Club, at the halftime of
Roosevlet basketball games
and are slated to appear during the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority's `Jabberwock' to be held
in Milwaukee later this year.
During the Ellington ConcertDance, the dancers will perform 'Tarantella from La Boutique Fantasque' a suite that
pays tribute to the different instruments in an orchestra.
During the intermission program, Muigwithania will p r esent it's first annual "Interclub" award and it's fourth annual "Outstanding Civic Contribution" award.
Previous winners of the latt e r award i nclude edueatorb u s inessman Leo Reese, former Gary Froebel High School
principal, Dr. James Jones and
local NAACP leader Dr. Benjamin F. Grant.
Recipients of this award
must be Gary residents.
The inter-club award will go
to the Muigwithanian contributing most to progress of c 1 u b
ideals during the past year.
Dress for the occasion is formal

LEE ARMSTRON
for iet,

Wednesday,
W•dn•sday, Fob. 12, 8:00P.M.(Sola Out)
Thrusday, Feb. 13. 2:30 • 8P.M.
8p.m.
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Saturday, Fob. 15.10A.M...30P.M..8p.i.;.
Sunday, Feb. 16, 1:30P.M.•4:30P.M.
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leather outfits. Alice Malone,
Mary Brown, Brenda Bolden.
Lou Ida Hibler, Cheri Jackson,
Wilma Foster, and Vicki Floyd.
The boys are stepping right
along with the young ladies
with their brash 'n bold English cut suits.
Larry Johnson, Alvin McFarland, Ronald Wren, Elmer
Simpkins,
A 1 o nzo
Shelton,
Trent Cobb, John Williams,
and Calvin Davis.
Top Couples
1. There'll Come A. Time —
Lida Rhyan & Larry Jackson
2. Somebody Loves You —
Carolyn Broomfield & Dennis
Wooten
3. Average Guy — Mary Brown
& Lenell Honer
4. Give It Up, Turn It Loose
— Pamela Bailey & Ike White
5. I'll Understand — Brenda
Treadwell & Ronald Myles
Teens flat Really Swing
William Warr, Linda Turner.
Judy Burford, Ralph Glasper,
Karen Seymour, Frankie Butler, Jackie Watkins, Yvonne
Hudson,
Satterfield, Darrell
Early Drane, Debra Brown,
Joyce Baker, Michael Taylor,
ans,
Johnny Steinberg, Otha
"Birdlegs."
Words Of Wisdom
-You don't miss your water
until your well runs dry."

Wi:dcats Sock Soul

Hi!! This is Pat and Juanita,
your soulful leaders, letting
you in on the latest "chitterchatter" around the mighty
wildcats den.
Highlights That Sine
This week our blue and white
shines on an outstanding group
of fine young men, The Ambassador Society. They are , under the leadership of a fine advisor in Mr. John Stokes. The
officers are:
President — Ronnie Booze
Vice President — Willie Oliver
Treasurer — James Nolan
Secretary — Orlando Gaines
Assistant Secretary — Larry
Denson
Charles Lewis
Chaplain
Members include: Stanley
Gates, Howard Warren, Jackie
Parker, Thomas Word, Richard Williams, Connie Dickerson, Craten Armmer, Alvin,
Tucker, Carl Flake, Charles
Kelley, Reginald Hirsh, Harper Blount, Lowell Whery, and
Melvin Shipp.
Purpose of the Ambassador
Society is to get the young men
of Hamilton to participate in
school activities and to do
more things on their own.
Fads 's Fashions
The soul sisters around Hamilton are looking boss these
days with their "too-tough"
leather boots and matching

It should not be overlooked,
that it is the systematic denial
of conventional mortgages and
Federal Housing Aut hority
home insurance guarantees to
Blacks that give rise to the
mood and practice of defrauding honest black peop le in
search of a decent home. Speculation and investment firms
are also guilty of fraudulent
practices.

Contract Buyers League sued
through their attorneys. Their
suit was based on the precedent established by the U. S
Supreme Court last June. The
suit is being upheld by an 1866
law, banning all discrimination
in all phases of housing. The
statute to which the high court
had reference states: "All citizens of the United States will
have the same right in every
state and territory, as is en
joyed by white citizens thereof.
to inherit, purchase, lease, sell,
hold and convey personal property."

memphis Contract
Home Buying

A civil rights suit was filed
in U. S. District Court on behalf of 57 members of the Contract Buyers League. This was
an urgent class action that
should have been institut e d
many years ago. Some Memphis real estate agents a r e
guilty of the deeds that caused
the action by the U. S. District
Court. Under the terms of con,
tract buying in Memphi s,
homes have been sold to 'Negroes at inflated prices under
the unfair conditions.

What is the purpose of this
' sort action by some of Memphis' leading real estate brokers? Could it be that these men
want to widen the perimeter of
segregated housing as an inverse process of prolong i n g
ghetto living? It is a conspiracy among contract speculators and investment grou p s
whose contractual terms are so
stipulated as to make repossession a certainty beyond legal
redress? Not only are some

Ave

ADVERTISERS

OUR

PATRONIZE

Memphis real estate age n t s
The suit filed by the Contract
people guilty of this inhumanity Buyers League has proven to
but real estate agents across be the most effective weapon
the country.
against residential segregation.
How is this unjust act carried If successful, the suit's major
out? The firms purchasing pro- implication is that it may not
perty at low prices because the only establish the right to conformer white owners were tractual equality in home buyfrightened and stampeded by ing, but may serve as a potent
force toward eradicatio n o f
racial change.
ghetto living. It may prove to
One of the methods used by be the most effective weapon
the unscrupulous agents, was against residential segregation.
to take advantage of artificial
scarcity of housing caused by
segregation and selling t h e
homes to blacks at inflated
prices. These block-bu sters
were real agents for genuine
firms, and would create neighborhood hysteria among w!Ute
homeowners so as to create a
market for exploitation of black
buyers.

Is there a law to protect
black people purchasing homes.
Yes, In the U. S. District
, Court, some 57 members of the
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MR.STOCKTON

INTIRILTIONLL
3-RING
4:137FZUg
February 12.13.14.'5.16

spectacular
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
HAROLD J. WHALUM a member of the
Board of Directors of the Chamber of Commerce and one of the Vice-Presidents is
seen chatting at the dinner held in the
Holiday-Inn Rivermont with Miss Erma

Lee Laws, women's editor of the Tri-State
Defender, Mrs. Samuel B. Kyles, Rev.
Kyles, pastor of Monumental Baptist
Church, and Mrs. Whalum.
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WORLD'S MOST SPECTACULAR
kv
INDOOR SHOW
.44‘
Top Stars Of The Circus World
plus CLOWNS - ELEPHANTS
WILD ANIMALS and DOZENS of
EUROPEAN THRILL FEATURES

BOX OFFICES OPEN
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM

and
noldsmith's Central Ticket Office
*•• ALL. SEATS RESERVED •*•
Saturday Morn.
All Nights,
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Sat. & Sun. Matinee
Except Sat.& Sun.
$2.50
Loge
$2.00 Loge
ef

THE CLIFFORD STOCKTONS are shown
under the banner ,"Mr. Stockton, This Is
Your Life" at Carver High School. Mr.
Stockton taught distributive education at
carver until his resignation at the school

0
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S

EDULE •

S

OWS

Wednesday,
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 8:00P.M.(Sola Outi
Thrusday, Feb. 13. 2:30 .8P.M.
Friday Feb. 14, 2:30. 8P.M,
Saturday, Feb. 15,10A,M..2:30P.M..8P.M.

at the end of the semester. He is now associate director of Human Resourses for
the Memphis Chamber of Commerce. The
stockton• children are Angela and Clifford,
Jr.

Sunday, Feb. 16,1:30P.M.•4:30 P.M.

RAPT ATTENTION was given to the
speakers at the Memphis Chamber of Corn.
merce Dinner by the Rev. Eddie Currie,
Pastor of Christ Baptist Church Detective

H EHN

and Mrs. E. E. Redditt and Mrs. Currie.
Detective Redditt is a Warrant Officer of
the Community Relations Bureau of the
Memphis City Police Department.

WIN A New Pickup Truck,
Register at Hoehn Chevrolet
Listen to WMC Radio 79,

PICK•A•DEAL
1969

'Prices Based on Standard Factory Equipment.

.

REGULAR1 SALE
PRICE
PRICE

BISCAYNE

2

2-DOOR

$2733

I

$2235

4-DOOR

$2775

I

$2268

DOWN
Payment
j

$295
S295

• 36
•
MONTHLY
NOTES

j $64.39
$65.69

AIRMAN JAMES T. Buchanan, TAG : NEW DODGE DEALERS TRI STATE Cochran and Knight formed the Interracial partnership several months ago and were
NEW DODGE DEALERS — Todd Cochran,
grandson of Mrs. Lena Morwelcomed to the Bay Area business cornleft, and Roy Knight, right, partners in
gan of 2947 Forrest ave., Mommunity by Mayor Alioto.
Fred R. Nichols Dodg e, San Francisco,
basic phis, has completed
"prospect Mayor Joseph Alioto of that city.
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex., and is now assigned to
Chanute AFB, Ill., for train- PATRONIZE
ing in
aircraft
equipment
OUR
maintenance. He is a 19681
ADVERTISERS , Announcing the...
graduate of Lester High School.'

A I
Income Tax Service

BEL AIR
2-DOOR

I

$2834

I

$2313

I

$295

4-DOOR

I

S2876

I

$2346

I

$295

I $66.99
I $68.09_
The Quality Remains ...
Long After The Price Is Forgotten

IMPALA
$3016

I

$2450

I

$295

4-DOOR

I
I

$2999

I

$2443

I

$295

I $71.54
S71.31

STATION WAGON

I

$3446

I $2793

$295

I 582.98

SPORT COUPE

CAPRICE
CUSTOM COUPE
4-DOOR HARDTOP

53383
I $3435

1 $2750
I $2793

I

$295

I

$295

I $81.49
I $82.98

CHEVELLE
300 DELUXE COUPE
NOMAD WAGON

I
I

$2538

I

$2184

I

$295

$2752

I

$2361

I

$295

4-DOOR

I $2300

I

$295

1 566.55

I

I

$295

I $65.72

Accurate preparation Guaranteed

$2274

CAMARO
$2718

SPORT COUPE

$2332

I

$295

I $67.62

I $1995
I $2030

I

$295

I $56.43

I

$295

I $57.59

I

'Ali Low
Bleck u
ruv.a
blucher,rubber heel, 1.2 edge sole,
white solc! stitching, biack-pol'sied kid.

CHEVY II NOVA
2-DOOR
4-DOOR

$2310
I $2340

I

N

SERVICE

OPEN
9-9 Weekdays Sat. 9-5
15 Sunday

LEO KING
6 MONTHS REVOLVING CHARGE

I $2681
$2647

INCOME TAX

to.Our experienced tax people will give
you the service yo 11 need in preparing
• your 1968 Income Tax Return.

38/60 DAY CHARGE

MALIBU
SPORT COUPE

5 UP

This year, more than ever before, you
will need to take advantage of every
Money Saving Deduction you are entitled

Yon'llwar Stay-.Adams Shoes
for years--k n
tt g they're the
finest :pit can buy. Fine handcraftsm anship...rich styling. ..
luxurious leathers. .. assure you
instant and everlasting comfort—
plus smart good looks that'll carry
you throu4 Tietny seasont:.

I $62.61
1 $68.57

Complete
Return

Don't Sit and Wait
Come in Today
for Complete

No Appointment Necessary

SPACE
HOUSE
CLEANING

527-4471
367 UNION
2989 SUMMER 323-5594

Ahrlsidiellerbletherk.

"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"
All types of cleaning.

e..7;EASLEY•JONES.RAGLAN
18/1111Italriserwinameeree

99 SOUTH MAIN STREET

Floor Cleaned it. Waxed $5.00 up
• JIMMIE BEAIRD
or
JAMES HILL
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

214-4114

9
6
9
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DEFENDER

Ghetto Residents Urged
To Hit Black Extremist
NEW YORK
—It's a new activity and black demands for by blacks, be set up in many
day in both physical and philo- separatism and such examples of America's school and unisophical warfare in the United of it as complete autonomy versities.
States.
over black studies departments In fact, threatened
Wilkins,
Black moderates who tradi- in America's schools.
the NAACP is preparing a
tionally have united with white The new philosophy of the Federal Court test suit which
moderates in a belief in "one NAACP and black moderates contends that establishment of
nation under God, indivisible has been voiced by NAACP such autonomous black studies
with freedom
and
justice national director Roy Wilkins departments and schools confor all" are being challenged in at least three press con- travenes the Supreme Court
by younger blacks dedicated ferences in which he has taken decisions that "separate but
to a belief in an international part recently.
equal" is unconstitutional and
brotherhood of their race and It has also been echoed by in effect re-establishes Jim
the use of any means, fair or Imany black moderate
leaders crowism.
foul, to achieve dominance in Harlem and Bedford-Stuyfor that race.
yesant in New York City and
A "black market" of this in many other U. S. cities in
ghetto war is often the most the past few weeks.
craven desire for black per- The NAACP Wilkins first ACCRA — (NP!) — The Gulf
sonal gain by criminal means, asked American Negroes to of Guinea is turning out to be
with not a tinker's dam of speak out against black ex- a bonanza for offshore oil.
care about group benefit.
tremism, after which he askFor this reason, the NAACP ed Negroes to expose those Two U.S. firms — Texaco and
and national Negro moderates who engage in crimes in which Mobil — have signed agreeare rapidly scrapping the for- thousands of Negroes are being ments with the Ghanaian govmer r ace solidarity precept murdered by other blacks in
of "never informing on other our cities and blacks are being ernment to prospect for oil at
blacks" in favor of "fighting victimized.
a spot offshore where the confor justice and right transcends More recently the NAACP's
tinental shelf is widest. Esso
color and benefits all man- Wilkins announced that he and
and
Gulf Oil have already
kind."
the civil rights organization ofThe new moderates' princi- ficially oppose the present ef- launched explorations off the
ple demands that American forts of many blacks to deblacks and ghetto citizens mand that completely auto- Nigerian coast, and even the
openly fight black extremism nomous black studies depart- Israeli National Oil Company
and racism, black criminal ments, staffed and controlled is getting into the picture.

Dems Seat
Regulars
From Ga.

Civic League
Meets Jan. 23
The Hyde Park-Hollywood
Civic will hold its monthly
meeting in the Civic League
Building on Hunter st. at
Thursday
on
7:30 p ,
night, Jan. 23.

C. B. Myers is president .of
WASHINGTON — The Demo- the League, Mrs. Lillie Moe
cratic National Committee by Bland secretary, and Mrs. Lila vote of 62-31 last Tuesday lie Mae Evans reporter.
seated the two. representatives
of the regular Democra' of
Georgia, despite protests from
the so-called Bond faction. Confirmed as National Committeeman and National Committeewoman were William P. Trot
ter and Mrs. Marjorie Thurman. Both are white.

Classified Ad
Section

Off Shore Oil

GREEKS OF YEAR — Rev. Ezekiel Bell.
left, and Mrs. Charle P. Roland, center,
were cited as the "Greeks of the Year" by
the Memphis Pan • Hellenic Council, and
congratulating the Rev. Mr. Bell is Sam-

Although, Julian Bond was
not present, it was his influence and leadership at the national convention in Chicago
last August that precipitated
the attempt to unseat the regulars again. A battle over the
two opposing slates during the
convention ended in a compromise with half of the Bond
group being seated. Young
Bond emerged a new national
hero after he was nominated
for Vice President, but declined because he was under
the age requirement.

uel Peace, owner of Peace Reality Company, who was the guest speaker. Mrs.
Mary W. Collier, who was 1968 "Greek of
the Year," was mistress of ceremonies for
the program.
(Withers Photo)

The &Yid forces charged that
the regulars had clung to their
reactionary lily white policy in
spite of the resolution adopted
by the convention in 1964 at
Atlantic City which called for
full integration of state delegations and party machinery.

200 Lawyers and Wives
Are Going To Mexico

Save 10% to

40%
DEPARTMENT STORES
.74 hew pdszok 1,11 fradelk/14e42Stq

THIRST SWOP VT *MAN
EVERYTHINO
SO
Sc TO $1.00
FOR SALE

•

If you are interested in buying a
now Ford or late Model. used car or
truck and want a fair deal where
your businese is appreciated, Call:
452-6291
James A. Shearon

FOR SALE
1968 Firebird Convertible, red
4-speed,
wide ovals.
top,
black
143-7139

HOMES FOR SALE
Lamar-Airways area, by owner, la*.
realtor'3 commission. 1888 Filmore.
743-7124.
2 bedroom brick.
^

SUPER SALE
Big Bargains at low. low prices. Buy
Sales Ladies skirts, get Blouse of
choice free. Buy Sale Men's Trouser,
get Shirt of your choice free. Men's
ties, 3 for 25c Few select houseware
at low slash prices. Grab Bag Surprises. 25c. 50c, $1.00. Take your
chance of a Big Bargain.
COUNCIL THRIFT SHOP
2268 Park Avenue

• A minority report signed by
Mrs. Mildred Jeffrey of MichiNASHVILLE — Over 200 The six day trip will depart gan and Mrs. Doris Banks,
HELP WANTED. MALE
members of the Tennessee iTennessee and arrive in Mexi- Colorado had asked for a joint
caucus of the two factions for
and their
Bar Association
PRODUCTION FOREMAN
wives are preparing to depart co City on thursday, February the purpose of electing a National
Committeeman
and
a
will
remain
20th.
They
at
Machinery.
20th
the
February
Metal
Mexico
on
for
In
Experienced
High school graduate with proven
to attend the Tennessee Bar Maria Isabel Hotel in Mexico National Committeewoman. It supervisory
ability, Applicants 01717.
also demanded a reform of
Association Mexican Continuing
Mn. Mosley 525-4301 for apCity, combining mornings of Rule 54 of the rules and regu- Call
pointment.
Program.
Education
Legal
Continuing Legal Education lations of the Democratic Party
CUMMINS RECON
Bridgeport, C o nn., made with afternoons of Mexican of Georgia and that the Chairsight-seeing,
until
Monday, man of the Democrtic National Division of Cummins Engine Co.
America's first trading stamps February 24th.
Committee should refer the
An Equal Opportunity Employer
in 1891.
question
of such reform to the
The meeting will then move
America's favorite apples are to Taxco, silver center of Special Committee mandated
PERSONAL
by the Democratic National
Delicious, McIntosh and Wing-' Mexico, and on Tuesday an Convention
responsible for any or
not
be
I
will
of 1968 to study the my wife's bills
optional tour of Alcapulco is
after January 19.
sap, says the National Geo- available for the
delegate
selection
process.
1969.
attorneys and
graphic.
their families. The Educational A spokesman for the majorFreddie Moore
1614 Brooking
* *
programs of the Association ity side said that they were
will conclude on Wednesday fully cognizant of the need for
Giovanni or Verrazanoj Dela morning and after a Farewell
changes and would work tow'Italian navigator, is officially Luncheon, the group will re- ards that
end; but in view of
recognized as the discovered of turn to Tennessee.
all the circumstances in the
CAN YOU USE
New York State, having enter-' Several unusual opportunities situation, they felt it was betto enjoy the sightseeing and!ter to proceed with the seating
ed the harbor in 1524.
RE
CINITOY
wonders of Mexico have been of the representatives of the
*
*
*
sandwiched in between the regular Democrats of Georgia.
attorneys' work sessions.
Delaware, in 1787. became
CONVENIENT
Both lawyers and their ladies
Ithe first state to ratify the U.S. are particularly excited
LOCATIONS
about
Constitution. a trip to the Pyramids and
•otoks 100a CO('
The Dark Ages was a transi- Guadalupe Shrine, a visit to
•-.11 reiffifeeret
01*101(1.*
tion period from 476 A. D. TO the Folkloric Ballet, a tour
1000 A.D., between the fall of of the Floating Gardens of
the Roman Empire and the rise Xochimilco and a Sunday afterof medieval civilization.
noon at the bull fights.
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Offers
Appliance
Co.
Ace
OU
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE 3 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-M11. Radius of he City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
THIS IS ONE MORI REASON ven•M01AND MORE PEOPLE BUY FROM ACE APPLIANCE"
01t1 DAY rug
1St Larvae PrIgleska I
Ikaway /a *41...b11.1ivery fee,4**
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Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5'Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With The
Purchase of Either Friaidaire Washer dt- Dryer

INTER COAT

11 THE LONG RUN'NAPOLI
Why Sacrifice Qualit9, When You Can
.Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices
"
OA,
4<,04A
?4,

1

SUBURBAN & CAR COATS
S
ibl

t

FBIr

I, • r

NO MONEY
1 DOWN

i

Frigidaire 196$
Jet Action WASHER
has DPC For
Pla-iron gabrirst

• Corduroys,•Sleek vinyl "leathers", Wools in solids and patterns
Pile-lined, Quilt-lined, and Taffeta-lined Styles.i

DRESSY & CASUAL COATS

15 to

98995

flOOMAIRE JET ACTION %Mae
AtODEL WAN SNOWCREST WHITE

$3()

\
\4
1611

"

111111111.1.

UM.

-a

TOTAL COST.$18
FOR $ FULMARS

IN/8411
*WdoNI orkolo. bat. Es
.
SIPONISIEINIERIEMINWEI

PRIOIDAIRI Itic. ONTO

$

/AMU DAN SNOWCRIST WHIM
TO TUN &TWICE oiNE PARTS
284 TEAR SERVICE.04PARTS

• Taffeta-lined Pile-lined, Wool interlined

ara

TIME soma tool PARTS
4* TSAR IMMO and PARTS
5th TEAR SERVICE oa4PARTS •

..ØIa tgrow Oki Mellielos.theidatq 4OO1111*
11*.V. 113313bill /.330.10 helpai.wM.Pverlikam
111*-**1141 Oa MOM le
awdle
•to door, Eto woo woes wr Skew
9111
No comet
NO CIWINOR
NO ClISENIS
NO QTAINIS

TOTAL COST

95

oweitIlloOoodobto Widow Mode( •

Hurry in! Not every size and color in every style

FOR 5 FULL YEARS

To TM Amy Wool& IIUDOIT

4IlsoilloglimalfibillIiotil
So 111401Ey N&sne

All Models of Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Carry the lame 5-Year Written Guarantee

WOOLCO
WOOLCO I
GATEWAY
SOUTHGATE
EASTGATE
5100 Park Ave. 1833 So. Third St 3230 Jackson An.
I

ACE APPLIANC
L

1 EAST 1
301 Anew
&IN 2244406
ha

ma
,

-

PARTS

• Season's newest silhouettes, untrimmed & fur trimmed

1

1 igill - 1111 mom= \

Sot TEAR SERVICE owl PARIS
WO woo/
Sod'flAR SERVICE sod PARTS ••••••••••• NO COMM
3rd YEAR SERVICE sod PARTS
4th YEAR SERVICE .04
"
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=
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Compare (it 19.99 to 39.99

WORM

Frigidaire Eke. Automatic Dryer

NO
PAYMENT TIL
FEBRUARY 69

Compare at 13.99 to 24.99
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